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Pep rally
kicks off
events

Chamber
benefits
from trip
By GREG SPOON
C'beaticleer Editor
President Theron Montgomery
recently participated in a trip to
Japan as part of an exchange bet
ween Japanese and American
businessmen. Montgomery went
representing the caulom County
Chamber of Commerce, of which he
IS currently sewing as president.
The exchange,begun 10years ago,
IS made up of repreaentativea from
seven southeastern states including
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, Oeorgia, Florida, Tennessee and Alabama. The meeting
place alternates between Japan and
the United Sates.
"We diacuseed trade isam which
have an impact on Japanese and
American people," Montgomery
said. "We talked about trade and
economic problems of both c o n
tries,5
Montgomery was impressed witb
Tokyo as a whole, he said. The city is
quiet, clean apd has very little
crime, he added.
Gov. George Wallace also participated in the trip, Montgomery
said.
"Gov. W y c e was at all the
meetings," he24aid,"Even with his
recent health problems, he was able
to be at all of the meetings,''
Throughout, the trip, the
representatives held discwions on
topics dealing with everything from
Mi trade practices to politics in
trade to price differences between
the countries.
"The honorable Michael Mansfield, ambassador to Japan, gave a
30 minute speech on the need for fair
trade between the two countries,"
Montgomery said. "Both sides must
work to be fair about,tra& practices
d we are to be sumessfulP
Upon his return, Montgomery
gave a brief presentation to the
Chamber of Commerce about his
findings.

"We came to a clear understanding (with the Japanese),"
he said. "We are interested in
keeplng trade open and they are too.
"We do not want to impose trade
(See TRIP,Page 2)

October 31, 1985
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Kennamer updates prexy search
Asmdate Edttor

On Dec. 12, 1984, the Board of I b d e e s accepted Dr.
'Iheron Montgomery's mignation from tbe otece of
Resident, elfective June 30,1(#16. Less than a year b
passed since that time and a new -dent
has not been
choaen. But- the machinery for the &?ledion, the
presidential search committee, is in place and worldng
smoothly to accomplish its goal of M . t t h g a list at
qualified candidates to the Bosrd by next January.

AfW all positions on the presidential search committee were tilled, the group-mb-d
quallficatia
miteria for all presidential amdidat@ and f&u'W its
advcampaign. The June 12
of The
Chronicle of Higher EdPcatlon carried an ad for the
position, with a lengthy list of quallficati- m W e d by
the committee. The closing date for applicants was
advertised as Sept. 1, but.Bob Kennamer, chairman of
the rearch c a h i t t e e , stated at the Oct. 7
of tb
Jacksonville state University Education hSOCiation
(JSUEA) that the
date was
to allow
as
many qualified applicants as possible.
With a
of
SW aPpliCan@ in m d , the
search
met .gain On Oet. l9 in
to
narrow the list to around candidates. In a
b t m e w , K-er
e x ~ m * What the sear*
mittee has accomplished since that time.
CHANTICLEER: Hae the commlttee elfmlneted some
of those candldatee on the L t ?
Kennmer: "We were going to work toward twenty
and we got it dDwn to fifteen before we ended the
meeting."
CHANTICLEER: Of those still on the list, are there
any minorities, such all women or blacle?
Kennamer : "I can't tell you about the racial

Mey.

Following the pep rally tonight,
students will assemble at Leone Cole
minorities because the r
k do not indicate that, and Auditorium for a demonstration of
extra sensory perception by menI &not believe there are any women left.
CHANTICLEER: Do yotl tbhk that the r e ~ t c h talist Kreskin. The show is free of
committee will be able to permally Wervlew my of the charge and the public is invited.
Festivitieswill continueFri., Nov.
nfteen remamag csndldab?
Kennamer : "Right now, what I'm doing is confirmine 1,with a concert by Lee Greenwood.
whether all fifteen of these are atill interested in the Greenwood was Nlmed 1984 Male
position and if any of them withdraw, of couree, that's VocaUst of the Year. His cufient hit
going to narrow the list down a little more, and we will is "I Don't Minl the 'morns if You're
plan to start interviewing. We will interview ae many as the Rose.
Nightowl will open the concert at
f
ifteen "
-----.
~X~NTICLE:ER:
Whenwill you be* tbe interviewr? 8 p.m. a t the coliseum. Tickets are
Kennamer: "We will probably meet again November still available at the SGA office.
23 and will atart the interviewing sometime shortly after
The theme for this year's
November 23. During this time, we are gettlng some homecoming
is "We're Cocky
additional information from these candidates."
About..." Judges will visit fraternity
CHANTICLEER: What type of Information are you houses and other campus locations
looldnn
- for?
to judge the most creative yard
K-W:
-ltvs m e or levl mnal mrmatim
display in keeping with that theme.
bm&
,
andidate and some anmersto some
Homecoming day gets underway
questions that we have developed so that we can make a with a coffee for ballerina alumnae
comparative analysis of the candidates."
at 9:15 at the alumni house and an
C H A ~ ~ E mR :t a some of t h q w~ ~ u a a ? Alumni Assodation luncheon at
Kennamer: "For example, we asked 'what is your. Hopper Cafeteria at noon.
perception of the role of the President?' and we asked The homecoming parade begins at
* m t is y o u puosop~calp a a o n t o m d pubuc 1:30 p.m. at Martin Hall with about
higher education?"'
seven bands and numerous floats
by campus organizations.
CHANTICmER: Are any of the candidates from sponsored
will conclude on the east
The
parade
JSU?
Kennamer: "I do not believe so. I don't remember slde of the square.
Prestdent and Mrs. Theron
any particular ones from within the university."
'According to Kennamer, the search committee will Montgomery will host a reception
probably meet with the fifteen candidates off campus for (See HOMECOMING, Page 2)
the interviews, which will be closed to the public.
-

By JAN DICILINIPON

The Student Government
Association homecoming committee
has coordinated a full slate of activities beginning with a pep rally
and bonfire tonigfit and conlcudiq
with the crowning of Miss
Homecoming during halftime at the
JSU vs. University of Tennessee
Martin game, Sat., Nov. 2.
The highlight of the pep rally to be
held at the intramural field adjacent
to the Pete Mathews Coliseum will
be honoring the five finalists for the
Miss Homecoming crown.
Finalists were chosen by students
during elections laat week, but the
winner will not be revealed udil
Saturdey. Tbe finalists are Javella
Gray, April Hammon, R a c y
Morris, Kimberly Peck and Jennifer

-

Aiding impaired

( Announcements

JSUdc*hosenas-best JPSI location

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - -By-RlTA
- - -HARCROW
--

I

brooks sald.
Chanticleer Staff Writer
IFlanagan said that handicapped students will attend
The state legislawe recently appropriated money for regular classes, but they will receive testing, comhg
a Post-Secondary Program for the Sensory Impaired. and tutorhg from PPSl,
m e PPSl will be put into operation in January.
"Many of them students will take a preparatory
Accordmg to assistant drector Jamie Flanagan, the
to a 'lege that not
program will address me problems of the visually and
hearmg unpamd by providing services and equipment. to the sensory impair*," F1anagan said.
Flamgan s u d that the $100,000 appropriated by the
AmOw the equipment "I'
Owns is a
telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD). This
will be used to provide for staff members,
notetakers, readers, interpreters and specialiwd device rnallow deaf students to have access to phones
usmg printers.
eamement
.
."
W t now we are hoping to raise money from local
Susan Easterbrook, p p developer
~ ~
a d director,
"vie Organizations so we Can order more equipment,"
that the program -has been in the planning stages
Iilanagan said.
for two years.
(See PPSI, Page 6)
"JSU was chosen for the program because of its ideal
location between Atlanta and Birmingham," Easter-

If you have a problem, Info -,he can probably help. Info Line is a
service provided by the volunteer and Information Center of Calhoun
County, An Agency of United Way.
This service maintains a listing of non-profit services available to all
Calhoun County residents. Info Line provides a number to call for aid in
finding information on solving a problem.
Approximately two hundred fifty organizations are waiting to help
those in need of assistance. Info Line can answer questions concerning
personal problems, health, family, financial, legal, consumer, or just
about any type of problem. Last month, alohe the service answered
more than 305 calls for' help.
For free information and referral concerning any problem, large or
small, call 237-4636. "Your troubles won't trouble usat all."

themaw

I

~egisterabontor the 5th Annual SGA sponsored boxing tournament is
now underway. You may register through November 22,4:30 p.m. The
forms may be obtamed in the SGA office. There will be a $2.00 fee for
rwstermg. Prues will be awarded to the winner of each weight class.
So, be sure to get m on all the FUN.

Phi Alpha Theta initiates Nov. 7
I

' h e Home Economcs Department is holdmg an Open House
home~~rmng
weekend Saturday, November 2 at 3:15pm. The Student
Uleteuc and Food Semce Assouatlon WU provlde the refreshments.
All students, Alumni and thelr t m e s are Invited to attend.

--

- _ - ----- --------

P h Alpha Theta also sponsors many events e v w
BY RITA HARCROW
Chanticleer Staff Writer
semester
"One year," H o b said, "we sold T-shirts to
Dr. Dan Hohs, taculty advisor tor the honor society m

money tor the mummy PmJed'at the Anniston Museum
ot Natural Hmory.
"Usually, we have tours to points of interest in the
area log cabms, antebellum homes plus, we have
events."
----- -Members of the Tau Theta chapter lnclude all the
htorY tacultY members, lurtorYIFadute students,
me
sudent
beB" meeting in the bmmonS
other JSU statt members, and students.
(-1
outside Hardee9sonNov.6,&om 11:3&1:30. They ameet &O
that May'
order
lYn'
to become a member of the hitlaDon W U be held NOV.7 in Stone Center. ACwBS
H,,US
on NOV. 14, same tune, same place.
traternity,
must have completed 12 un- cordmg to H o b , the lnltiation ceremony is a secret that
_
_ _ _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -dergraduate
- - - students
or Y graduate hours lll history, Wlth a only members and tutU'e XIM?nlbers
lolow
Membership m Phi Eta Slgma, the freshman honor society, is open to
m m u m overall GPA ot 2.0 and 2.10 m history.
(See PHI ALPHA THETA, Page 6)
all N1-tune students at JacksonvffleState University who have earned
at least a 2.5 G.P.A. durmg the first semester or fust year at JSU,
Trip
provided the student has not, by transfer, more than twenty hours.
(Continued From Page 1)
Membership apphcabons and lnformatlon about P h Eta S l W may
legislation which could be 'me Chamber wu
the in- Japanese.
6
obtiuned at mom 105, Stone Center. 'l'he deadhe for submitW3 aPdetrimental. We are mterested in bmatlon for
prospec"We need to read and speak
bvlng Japanese ln~es&flent here ~ v mdumy,
e
he said.
_plications
_ _ _ _ _is_November
_ _ _ _ _ 8._ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - and vice versa.
Japanese," Montgomery said.
The Pertelote, the umversity's literary publication, is now acceptmg
,
'me end result from the trip is
One aspect which he said "They have learnedEnglish, butit is
short
and poems
its
issue. The
for
quit, a tew contacts with Japanese Americans need to be aware of is necessary for us to learn Japanese,
literary work Is
mwork may
be submitted for the
businessmen, Montgomery said. learning to read and speak also.
front cover, preferably pencll or pen and ink drawngs, although exceptionally sharp black and white photographs wd1 also be considered.,
Homecom itlg
(Continued From Page 1)
All submssions may be forwarded to Mr. William Miller's office m
Hall.
aucUorium.
for
alumni
and
friends
from
2:3&
4:30 at thelr home.
The home economics department
The
Southerners
Alumni
.room
. . . .212. . Stone
. . . . .Center.
..................
* h eAlumru ASSOciatJon Will hold a W"
a rseptJOn tor
ASSoclatiOnrn meet at the
'Lac At~AmerlcanA-laQon
1s sponmrmg the M i fiodudlon ot
'Or a reception and
general membershipmeetmg at 2:45 parenbanddmifrom 3:154:30h room at
..Harlem Heyday, NOV. 4 at ?:ap.m. at the Ernest Stone theatre.
will
a prb
in the 'fieron Montgomery Bulldag the l i W room Ot the
'fickets are P tor students and for faculty and commmty. 'lmets
economcs
department
m
Mason
game
show
bewnmg
at
4:30.
can be purchased trom any AAA member.
APoetrY r e a w
be given by Ms Susan Herport next Monday, NOV.
at the Annlston Pubhc bbrarY. 'lxe
whch -1 lncfudea new
of her "bwntowner" m, begm at 6 pm upstans m the
Anniston mom. The public is mvited to attend.

-

_

h t o r y , phi a p h a Theta, said that mitiabon for the fall
-ester
will be held
7.
Alpha ,rheta members' b o a u r e ,
Accordmg to the
aeorganua~onIs, "promotion of the
the purpose
encouragement
ot research, goresearch,goodmg, publication,
-.
and the learning and thought among hlstorlans."
*Lac JSU chapter ot Phi Alpha 'l'heta, called Tau Theta,

-

-

Imey

________________----------------

The cheerleaders appreciate your support at the pep r u e s and the
games. Here is a hst of the pep rallies and the competibon for each of
Friday, Nov. 1- UT Martm (Homefomng) agn
Thursday, Nov 14- Troy State Whup ~ r o y
Thursday, Nov. 21 - hvmgston Pyramid
- - - r------------_---------__----Students who have had b~ology,c hemstry, genera! science, physics,
englneerlng, or Physical geography - geology may qualify for e a m g
money or credit. A malor or minor m science or secondary science
ducation is preferred but not reqmred.
In'ormatlon on our program, the dubes involved, and advantages or
workmg as a tutor m the C11, and work-study or credit options can be
outlmed from Lmda Read ext. 4725 or apply to: Dr. Evelyn Johnson,
Science Tutorial Program, 329 Bibb Graves.
Highly qualifiedapphcants m demand areas may be eligible for other
OPtlons. Applicants wlll be screened tor positions avalable.
Apply by Nov. 1 tor prune consideration.
them'

1

(100.5 on your digital fm)

Watts of

Alabama 's Country

USA card causes mixed feelings
cormng through our store."
"Most ot the kids, who conJoan Hurrell,an optiaan at Pearl furuomly come m have been patrons
flusinesses in the Jacksonville Vmon Center, wsg enthusiastic of my busmess for two to three years
do mt know about the card I'm

By YICXY WAILACE
ChanUcleer Seator Edttor

~ i c k i n s g nawarded Calvert Scholarship

Other businesses are also pax-knlock Shoppmg Center and m

The scholarship provides full tuition for two semesters.

By SUE SANDERS
Chantlcleer Staff Writer

"Students needing help are free to drop In at any time,"

'Miracle' cast performs right on cue

only a few hours until the curtain, Dr. Wayne ~ l a e k ,

By SUE SANDERS
Chantlcleer Staff Writter

agrees that all went well. They had their own
CADD cowees will offer students an opportunity to work with some of
the most uptodate computes aided draftlng and design equfpnent
available. Thia lab will include 8 CADAPPLE workstations, 1Graphics
IBM-AlTOCAD System,and 1 IBMCADAM System.
"There will be introdu&ory courses to give each student proficiency
in the use of the systems and the ability to execute simple drawings,"
says Clark, "and there will be follow* courses to prepare atudenta to

NOW IS THE TI
Shape-up for the holidays. NOW is the time to begin. Lose
9-12 pounds in three weeks or 17-25pounds in sbc weeks be-

aided manufacturing and design. It will also provide a better cornrmpdcation link between industry and colleges and provide training for

-

11 15-85

FIRST PLACE VIDEO
1502 B South Pelharn
J a c k s o n v ~ l l e ,A l a b a m a 36265

Best Prices Around On Floppy Disks,
Computer Supplies, etc.
NEW MOVIES: The Sure Thing, W n g Fields, Mischief, Turk 182
RENT ONE MOVIE. GET ONE RENTAL FREE WITH THIS AD

NEW DIETER

This certificate redeemable in payment for

Check-Out The Savings Storewide!...
Great New Arrivals! Great Sale Prices!...

-

-

-Jacksonville Only -

Pelham Plaza Shopping Center
10 am-6 pm; Friday Nights 'ti1 8 prn

Reason finally revealed

IM stricken from the books

m whch it was being taught.
By MARK WATIS
The mversity, however, still has
~hanticleer~ t ~writer
f f
Instructional Media, a course to provlde orlentation to our library,
deagned to teach students how to but Can do so without credit hours,
use the library properly, has been ~CCOrdurgto Dr.Reaves. This will
taken out as a required subject for gve the students room in their
schedules to chow an elective.
majors and mars here at JSU.
Dr. James Reaves, vice president
'me teachers who taught the
of Acadmc Afbirs, stated the subject are now workers in the
course ~sno longer needed. He library and will conduct the
explained its prvnary purpose was orientation.
to acquamt students who had not
Audra Alexander, assistant
used a hgh school library how to use hbranan at Houston Cole LibI'ary,
one properly. It is no longer needed scud the sessions teachlng frt?shmen
because all accredited hg%~ ~ i i i i lsuch
s thmgs as library layout and
now have hbraries. The come had how to use the card catalog.
been reqwed for approximately 25 These orientation sesaons will be

,-

.

-

- -

come to the hbrary and do assigned
eJIerclses.
Carol Cauthen, instructor of the
EngW department,
said she
begansenduq her 101students to the
llbrary September 30. They will be
gven three exercises which they can
do m one sesaon or in separate ones.
"I thmk S#I
way will work better
because some people waited until
thelr senior year to take it," Mrs.
Cauthen responded. "This should
enable them to write better essays
and term papers in 1U2. Ths is a
very pragmatic approach to using
the hbrary," Cauthen a d .
A student who works at the
Houston Cole hbrary felt the course
was extremely beneficial.
"When I started here, it was
reqwed. I took it and it was a great
hdp. Now many students do not
wen know where to find or how to
w the card catalog," Curtis Hill
md.
Although the come was consldered by many an "easy A*: Mrs.
-y
termer cia- teacher of
the course,
she tried to keep the
work -engm
It was fust easier
forsome students to pick up than for
others.
Instructional media 101 has
vanished from the university
catalog. The course will not be put
back Into the 'curriculum because
the library sessions are considered
the best alternative to aid in library
usage.

ROTC cadets jump for three weeks

l~ampusexperiences I
lvariety of crimes

I

By VICKY WAIWCE
C'hantlcleer W o r Edltor
CeFtain crimes do occur,on campwthat studenta either hear U m @ the
"grapevine" a do not hear at all. These crimes or inddsncml sre
sometimes unusuaI, sad or ordinary but,they do happen and hsre on the
JSU mmpw. The following are examples:

-

POLICETRUCK SMA8LIE8 INTO TREE
University Police Qlief David Nichols said when a police truolr d r i m bj
Offlcer Jeaee Williams crashed into a tree behind the Hou&a, Colc
Library, it was not the result of break failure nor criminal miechi&, but thf
gear had been left in DRIVE.
Chr Oct. 14 at approxlmetely 7 p.m., Nichols said W i U m a answared s
hurglary alarm at the Lurken B. Wallace School of Nusing.
Aftg approximetely 10 minutes, Willicwe came back to find tha trud
had rolled acroas Bennett lMve and hit a tree in a grassy area behind W
HoPlgton Cole Library.
Nichols said an invdgation determined that the truok's gear was in
drive when it rolled approximately100yards &om the nursing bulldlng. Hr
said repairs will nu,over $1000to fix the truck

RETORTEDRAPE ON CAMPUS
A Gadsden male was recently arrested on Oct. 21 in his hometown and

Each summer several Jacksonville SYate HOW ad- based on the fbllowing five points of p e r f o r m e : 1)

mced and basic course students go to Fort BennLng, check body position and count, 2) check canopy, 3) keep
Georgia, for t r a m g at the U.S. Army Airborne School. a sharp lookout during descent, 4) prepare to land, and
Cadets spend three weeks in the school learnlng all the 5) land. During the first week students tr* on the mock
baac skUs necessary to make five qualifying jumps aucraft door, 34bot tower, and the latiiral drift a p
during the thmi week ot training. Upon completion of the paratus (L.DA.). Most of this training is on an inflfth qualifying lump, students are awarded the Army dvldual baas.
The second week of training is oriented to the mass
ParachutM Badge.

Arborne School selection is on a competitive basis,
and students undergo a rather difficult screening
process. Quallifed cad- report to Noble Army Hospital
cm Fort McClellan for a complete Airborne physical.
Besides the requirements of being physically and
mentally capable, students must be able to meet the
following standards on the Army Physical Readiness
Test: 45 pushups and 45 sit-ups, each witbin 2 minutee
and be able to run 2 miles in m more than 15:59 minutea
for males (&males muat do 32 situps and 21 pashupa,
each w i t h 2 minutes and m 2 miles within 17:s
mUnrteS). Once the requirement8 are met, students'
scores are ranked, and those with the higheat scores are
selected.
Most of the firstweekendat Airborn School is spent in
~ o c e a m gand "squarjng away" billets. Once #la
weekend of in p m g ia canpleted, the student is
ready to begin the three &&a of trabmg.
The Brat week of training icr known*lu, Ground Week.
The day begins at 4:00 a~n.with m hour of vigorous
phyacal training. APler the deily physical training hour,
students begin a thorough program of instuctim
deagned to enable them to pmpare for a parachute jump
and land safely. Airborne training during this week Is

jump or "stick of jumpers" type of trainirrg. The second
week is known a s Tower Week. A team elfort of "IntiSB
a t " concept replaces the "~ividuaI"type bafning.
Several new training aids are added to Airborne training
during that week: the swing tending trainer, the
suqmdedharnees, and the !45@foottower. Also included
m tbir week are methods of recovery from and engaging

SHOUI'ING INCIDENT

malfuncth~.

The ttdrd end final week is the actual Jump Week.
This week ia devoted to the five quallfyfng finnpe, one d
which is a night jump. The jumps are made at altitudes
of between US0 and 1OOO feet horn Air Force C 1 W Her.
cules and (2-141 StuHLsr aircraft. The W€!eb'S higUght
18 the gradurttm jump. Spectators are lnvited to Fort
Benning to observe sons, daughters, or just friends
making the jump that will earn them the Parechutlst's
Badge. Immediately after mnple!ting the fifth jump,
students are awarded the badge that identifies them
throughout the military as Airborne quallfled
When asked about being Airborne, Udet James
Milam replied, "Being Airborne is not just a skill, but
rather an attitude we have about oumlvea and our
purpose. We are m t supertnunan; we
conquer fear
and that puts us a step ahead."

(Across t mm M( Donalds)

Phi Alpha Theta

(Cmtlnued From Page X I
"Beslcally," HOWsaid, "the focus of initiation is the Anyone Interested in beoanfng a member of Phi Alpha
past and present rmplications of history on our lives."
Theta may contact Dr. Hollis in rm.312, Stone Center.

PPSI

rcmtlnued
~ r o mPaee
- 2)
\----

PPW will sponsor a program for t r ~ ~ n l none
g
profewor b m each field of ~ l d y
to w a t r~ the

' ' ~ e a l r ~ d y - - ~ * ~ ~ y ~

writs: E.l*mmob (.LQ,:Bd,*

-,-

numtm

ax-

~ u n p . l r r d A l a o , s M e n b m a y b e t r a t n e d u n o bp e ~ ' ~ ~ q ~ & t m u E a 1 1 1 1 1 6 . 1 1 0 1 0 r

takers, readers and Intrepreters. These sMenb may
receive mrmetuy eompwtion from the college work.
may progtm Qrdirectly &mPHI.

'lRak

at

m(U1

caatrct

or

Student Discount
With I.D. Or SavingsCard.
4
4

No-Club Membership
Ndleposit

Three alumni to be honored Homecoming Day
The Jacksonville Slate University
Alumni Association will honor three
of its own during Homecoming Day
ceremonies Nov. 2.
The annual Alumni of the Year
Awards will be presented durlng
halftime ceremonies to Randy Owen
of Ft. Payne, lead linger.
songwriter, in guitarist ior -the
group Alabama; carol Jean Smith
of- Montgomery, assistant state
attorney general; and 0 1 . Max S.
Llowdom of Montgomery, -U. S:
property and fiscal otflcer for the
state.
Owen, whose group recently
recorded its 18th hit, an all time
record for a single, will receive the
Alumnus.of the Year Award. Owen,
who enjoys "farming, writing short
stories, and poetry" when not on the
road with Alabama, graduated from
JSU with a degree in English in 1973.
He sings harmony and most of the
solo parts on many of the group's
hts. He has Dtaved mWc since the
age ot slx anit has been in the band
tor 1 'years.
~
m e n plays by ear and

says he doesn't know hm many
songs he has writtea ~ u some
t ot
his early lyrics were written wMIe
he was a student at JSU.
~wrently,four of Atabgma's ws
are slmultltaneously in theBillboard
top 75 album chart. Alabama's six

OWEN

IlCA LPs have all topped the

mark (platinm).
Ms. Srmth, who has been with the
attorney general's oMce since 1974,
WIU receive the Al~mnaof the Year
Award. In her present position, Ms.
Srmth saves as a liaison with
m m u p a l governments, providing
-Onsales

oral consultation with officials and
the general public and rendering
written advisory opinions. She
served as a law clerk lln the Alabama
Supreme C o l d under Justice James
Faullmer from 1973-74 and a s a clerk
wth Lybrand, Sides and Hamner in
Amston dumg the summers of 1971

BOWDOIN

SMITH

and 1972. Ms. Smith received her
degree in education born JSU in
1970. While at JSXJ she served as
secretary and student senator in the
JSU
Student
Government
Association and as sports editor of
the Mimosa, the JSU yearbook She
received the J. D. degree from the
University of Alabama School of
Law, graduating in the upper half of
her class, in 1Wd.
Col. Bowdoin, who received his B.
S. degree from JSU in 1953, will
receive the Military Alumnus
award. Bowdoin, who has been in
the U. S. Army and the Alabama
National Guard on active duty for 31
continuwe years, is an authority in
procurement, cost and price
analysis, and government contract
law. He was commissioned at JSU
in 1953. Col. Bowdoin now serves in
the regular Army. He has reiceived
numerow awards, inclultlng .the
Distinguished Service Medal of
Alabama, the Alabama Commendation Medal, and the Special
Service Medal of Alabema.

CII expands itself to accommodate science tutorial program
By PAT THWEATT
Chanticleer Staff Writer
' b e Center tor Individualized
Instruction has expanded its
program to include a science
tutorlal program.
"'me '
QXI IS located m Bibb Graves
Hall,rm.3'29," said Llnda Head, Cll
secretary.
"'me Center u open Monday
through 'l'hmsday irom 8: W a.m
until 7 3 0 p.m.," added Head.
"We expct to have about 200
students c o m g to the center for
tutormg m sclence," said Head.
"We base that number on the
number ot students that have
responded to the English tutorial
program."
"We are worklng on recruiting
more advisors and students tor
tutormg," said Head.
"QuaUicat~om tor student adw o r s are that they have a mde
background m sclence or

mathematics. They should be inDr. Evelyn Johnson is the coorin helping omas'
A
dinam Of the
average or above must be main- Pmgram. Not only has she taught
tcuned," Read said.
biology here, but h e has t a W t in
"Student advisors teach students schwls fmm seventh grade Vuough
how to practice good study skills. university level and worked witb
'mey also teach them how to Prepare both advanced andslow students.
tests'
Cards are is*
'Or
Johnson received her PhD, from
drills."
UAB in the Department of
"students identify with the. mysiology and Bio Physics with
student advisors. They Q not feel specialization in medical genetics.
mtmdated them as they with Her. dissertation was BioChernical
regular instructors," sale &?ad.
Problems Rare Inherfted Dbeas~,
'me student advisors tell them how
"I am working on developing a
they have survived college."^
Mike Stiefel a biology instructor program. We have had individuals
here at JSU works withthe CII. He who
have
had
scientific
rn taught high school biology su beckgrounds working here, but the
years.
Stiefel is helping put program has not been as developed
progr~m;,
somematera
on the computer. or defined as t h e ~ n g m
m d Johnson.
"'be first nine chaptero
"We want to provide similar
101 are now on the computer," said
mces
for students in five sdence
fiiefel. "We hope to eventually have departments;
general science,
a testing bank 0' the ComPut'r
a
~ology,
physics,
chemistry, and
teaching aid."

-

Westminister Fellowship is born again
By DOUG EWRD
Chantlcieer Staff Writer
Baptist Campus Ministry and Wesley Foundation
move over, another campus oriented group is mldng its
way onto campus. Well, not exactly. It has been on
campus before, but it is now being reorganized.
What is it? It is the Westminister Fellowship, a branch
of the First Presbyterian Ll~urch. Drama teacher
Carlton Ward is responsible for reviving the fellowship.
"We h o w of about 25 Presbyterian stu(ients on
campus, but how many of those are particularly active
we Q not know," Ward said. "Last year we got 25 or 30
freshmen from S'rEP-UP and a few more from the
m s t e r s in different counties."
ward has approached the a o r t with a twemld view,
he said.
to reach students,
'me Presbyterian church is
as well as any others, who might be interested in the
fellowship. They are CU~~ently
rUnni.g a Survey to find
out what the interest is and also trying to identify
students, he said.
Commuters who are still strongly affiliated with their
own church could cause a problem, but Ward is trying to
acquaint those people with the church here in
Jacksonville.
"We are not trylng to rob them (the other churches) of

their membership; we are trying to bring them into
fellowship with other Presbyterian students," Ward
said.
The fellowship is not going to be a "traditional type"
Bible study. It is going to be college level interests, he
said. Ward plam to bring in speakers from the community and the military to address student concerns.
One project the fellowship has planned in coming
months is "adopting parents." The church has a number
of families who have said they would "adopt" a student,
Ward said.

"We are not trying to rob
(the other churches) them
of their fellowship ...."
The families will support that person if they need help,
or in a situation when that person needs to come back to
campus early and the dorms are closed, the family will
provide lodging. U student interest is strong, a number
of retreats will be taken.
Interested students should contact Ward in the drama
department (extension 4447) or the Presbyterian Church
at 435.6340.

geologY-geograPnY," said Johnson.
"We offer students who Work as
tutors (three
optims, said Johnson:
Zldlf
in
level e l e m 310, qj m, or
students must
he

an average of 15 hours per week.
Students must file forms with
m a n c i a ~d oEice by 0ft. 31 fo
mQinUleir
Jan. euibUlty for work-

(3) University Aid. Not dependent
center before signing UP for this on financial need of ktudent.
wtion.
"Our main push, right now is to
(2) Work-study. Students with a get the awd out," said Johnson.
demonstratedfinancialneedwill be "Students need to get their appaid the mtnimw wage rate, and plications in before NOV.1for prime
depending
on ehgibility may work ansideration."
.
.
.
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Personally Speaking

lHomecoming week
[sparks memories
Another year has passed and homecommg week 1s' almost anothel
memory. Homecormng week takes on adational, specla1srgnlficance a!
students trom yesteryear return to their alma mater to observe this
longstandrig tradition.
As the a r begms feeling crisp and clully and the leaves begin showme
ther brulance, thoughts turn to those special homecomg weeks of
past years.
Homecommg is the time of year when we feel pride in our heritage.
We are proud of our athletic traahon, regardless of the minor setbacks
experienced this year. Our marching Southerners are nationally
renowned. We benefit from an excellent faculty and enjoy a beautiful
campus.
Last year, the long football winning streak fell, but tlus year's team
has the opportmty to start another streak. Over the years the coaches
have changed and alumni pbyersrecall their "blg plays" while the new
men on the held try to add another victory to the list.
Several activities take place simultaneously throughout
homecomng week. Heceptions, luncheons, meetings and just plain one
on one chat8 d o m a t e the major portion of the actual celebration day.
In the old days, the town was a small community. Townspeople would
gather at the local hangouts for cotfee and conversation. 1% atmosphere and togethemess were indeed wholesome.
Hmecormng ~salso a time to take stock of our assets and make

unprovements for the future. Atlter we leave our alma mater,we can be
m e that tlus institution will continue improving along its present
course.
Over the last 1W plus years the size and scope of the university have
changed. We grew from a small teachers college to an expanding higher
Institution of learning. We have faced and accepted change.
We have grown into a lessprovincialcampus and claim students from
almost every state in the union, not to mention most countries of the
world. We have become an integrlated university with 33 percent of the
enrollment composed of minorities.
We have added numerous majors and minors and have made the
transition to university status. The university has been divided into nine
separate colleges plus military science. Our athletic image, as well as
that of the Southerners, has kept pace with academic development.
Soual changes have occuried including the establishment of the Greek
system.
' h e attitude of the administration is gradually changing from the
traational patriarchal view to recognition of the faculty and students'
rights to advise about the matters of concern to them. l'he faculty it
drawn from every locale in the nation and includes people from severa.
mnority groups. A faculty senate has been established and a number of
significant policy making committees include faculty members.
' h e bygone years have passed and this year will one day be added tc
the lang list of memories for us all. Enjoy homecoming; we have only s
few college years to reflect upon when we grow old.

Fund rewards scholars
thought to ask OW a1tn-m tor contributions first? Surely
there are some dollars floating out there that are just
beggmg to be sohclted from the wallets of successful
Jw graduates. What better way to honor YOU alms
mater than to collectively 'give' a million dollars to it,
knowmg that the money won't be used for anything else
except academe en~~ncement.
A former State legislator, Pat Vacca, has already
donated the full rStU
i Ow
, to the University of Montevdo,
m g that unlversltY the first one in the
to take
advantage of the eminent scholars program. UM,with
an enrolhent of less than 3,000, has made a solid
comrmttment to ~ t sstudents in offering quality
education. We have close to 7,W students here and
The JSU Development Council is in charge of the fund- each of us Would Me to learn from prominent scholars
rasmg &fort. Just recently, 1Xs.Houston Cole and lust as much a s anyone else.
Ernest Stone, mhalrrnen of the fund drive, sent lettera
FacuIty members might get a chance to rub elbows
to all un~versltyemployees, asking them to contribute to mth prormnent scholars, but why should they pay for the
the effort. It's even been suggested by more than one honor when they could just as easily get the university to
mverslty associate that the students themselves should pay thev way to seminars and workshops out of town?
e v e to a cause from which they would ultimately Students would stand to benefit the most from the
beneM.
ermnent scholars program, but let's be realism; they
It's a ~ucethouefit, this suggestion aimed at faculty, can contribute very little money to the program
staff, and students. It's sincere in ita origin, and just as (althoughI wouldn't rule them out entirely).
poem as New York school children giving their pennies It's the alumru and their Wend8 in the buaineas wollld
to save the Statue of Liberty. Only one major flaw,as big who have the b ~ gbucks to give to JSU. If this school
as the San Andreas fault, threatens to slow the progress wants to bet on the eminent scholars program as a 'sure
of such a mapr undertaking. Why hasn't someone ' thmg,' it tlrst should ask former students to ante up.
By JAN DICKINSON
Associate Editor
'13e Alabama Trust Fund for Ermnent Scholars,
estabhsfied by the state legislature earlier this year,
rewards those uruverslhes wfio raise $800,000 with
"matchmg funds" of W
O
,W
1in order to help them attract btg-name professors to their campuses. The
message behmd thls glve-and-take policy is simple:
whether a university wants to spark student interest in
learmg, gam more respect from its academic peers, or
simply brag that "we got m.w d . s o v to its i n a t e
r ~ v a ~~ts ,must first prove its sincerity by hying down
some cold cash. Put up or shut up, so to speak.

-

Letters to the Editor
letter in the Uctober 10 issue of The
Chanticleer). Yet McCool characterizes Felgar as a "selfgrochimed
intellectual and apologist for
homosexuality." ' h e fact is that
McCool's letter contains, among
other bits of nastiness, his own
unimpressive selfproclamation of
intellectuality. Posing a s the
scientist and scholarly diction exDear Edltor,
Agam I am compelled to respond pert, McCool subjects the reader to a
to yet another colleague's preten- graphic definition of homosexuality.
tiousness
and
ill-founded Slnce it tells us n o w we didn't
Judgements.Earl McCool's ugly and already know, one is forced to
lnsultlng attack upon Dr. Robert wonder about his true intention.
Felgar (see letters m the October 17 Perhaps he wanted to titillate us
and October 24 lssues of The with "justifiable" references to
Chanticleer) is notlung more than a semen and other parts of the human
revelation ot McCool's own body. At any rate his letter is imaslninlty.
Any
thoughtful pertinent Pashat best ,an insinuating
exarmnatlon of Felgar's letter will piece of slander at worst.
If m many cases AIDS is a m u l t
pove it to be a most mtelllgent and
apt reply to Blar Voltz's sell- of decadent sexual behavior, in
righteous gay-baitmg (see Voltz's others it decidedly is not. Anyway it

More readers
respond to recent
A IDS article

1s not for me to judge. There are
those who seem to enjoy sitting
vlnQctively m pdgement on the
moral shortcomgs of their fellow
humans. I suppose these people have
already reached a high degree of
perfection and thus a r e well
qualified to play such a role.
Very smcerely,
Rufus b e y , Instructor
English Department
Dear Edltor,
I have just recently learned of
Blalr Voltz's letter, and the controversy which surrounds it. From
my understanding there has been so
much response, to one letter, in the
hstory of The Chanticleer. I found
Voltz's letter nothing less than a
asgrace for JSU, and I still find it
hard to believe that a man capable
of such thought can consider himself
(See LhTERS., Page 9)

David Broder

Lane Kirkland leads national federation
ANAHEIM,Calif.-In the 30 years

siace the A m e m Federation of
Labor and the
a n g r e s s of IndusMal
organizations
merged to form
the AFLCIO, it is
doubtful that the
American union
movement has
f m d a toly(ha challenge than it
doestoday. It is lucky for labor- and
for America-that a man like Lane
Kirkland leads the federation as it
holds its convention here thia we&.
'me heroes we celebrate are the
playera, coaches, maneem and
generals who win. We don't usually
give award8 to people who play
weak hands with skill and boldness,
or the leaders who manage to keep
their cause auve in tough times and
even strengthen it to fight another
day. Kultland is such a man.
No one doubts these are tau@
tunes for labor. Unions represent a
dmmshmg share of the work force.
Persistent high unemployment
makes it hard to bargain for improvements m contracts or to
organize new workers. While

Secretary of Labor Bill B m k has and 'meir Unions," -ded
by
fx!Btored communication and civility Kukland's secretary-treasurer,
a€ter five yeera of the Big Chill, the 'rhomas R. Donahue, and approved
Reagan admtnistration's policies last Febvary by the AFtCIO
clearly tilt against the unions. And executive council. The report 8atd
after labor's candidate for Resident that "unions !lnd themselves behind
got shucked in m,even some of th pace of change" and lagging in
I t s old Democratic allies like Ted ways to meet the altered exKermedy are putting distance bet- pectations of workers in conand the union tanparary ofUce8 and fectories.
ween th-ves
leaders.
In the past 8ix months, Kirkland
In the face of all these adverBitiet?, and Donahue have been discussing
mkland said in a preconvention the report and its implication8 with
interview that he and his a m state and local leaders in ~ o m e50
remain "reaUtic but undaunted. cities. TNs week, they are ready to
Tbia ts really a stimulating time to showcase the *at three specific
De workmg this territory. There's programs to carry out the thruet of
rrlm~atan eagerness to try new the report.
things.
The most important in its potential
That sounds like the typical is the authorization for affiliated
Mondayaorrnng "test of cham* w n s to offer "asaodate memtern speech from the football coach berships" to individual workers not
whose team has ju8t taken a terrible covered by collective-bargaining
beatmg. But the moves Kirkland is agreements. The bait for these
makmg this week offer solid mp-a
will be a package of
evidence that organized labor- benefits: supplemental life inhi8torically one of the most in- surance, lowcost group alto and
nenble of matutions- is trying to household insurance, legal service.8,
step up to the challenge.
perhaps even a no-fee, low-interest
The groundwork was laid in an credit card and an attractive Instartlingly reali8tic report called chvidual Retirement Account (IRA)
"The Changlng Situation of Workers plan. These are designed to appeal

as much to middleClaS8as low-wage
workers.
The AFLCIO is a88embling the
package, but the aseociate member8hip8 will be offered by individual mom. It gives them a way
of maintauung contact with workers
wfiotakethertskofsignhgupfor
organtdng drives which fail to
achieve majority support. "In the
paat," Kirkland said, "we've put
those people on the line md then it's

'Goodbye, Charlie.' This way, we
can offer them something reel,
lnstead of leaving them expami and
embittered.

". . . unions find
themselves in the
pace of change."
"It also lets us experiment in nonconfrontational organizing,"
Ktrkland said-an important factor
in a time when mtky non-inion
workers fear that unions bring sWfe
and threaten job security. "We can
come into a factory or ofnce and say
we're not even looking Eor a contract; we're just a service

Letters

(Continued From Page 8 )
an educator at an ihstitution of let me @ve you my personal opinion
hgher learning, I applaud many of of Mr. Voltz. From the first day I
the replies; however, 1 suppose it walked into lua class it was ob&us
has not occured to Mr. Foahee that it that here was a teacher who
could be qute easy foran intellg e n t m y cared about his students.
to think up easy sounding and Mr. Voltz encourages hls students to
pleasant names. Yes, homosexuality think for themselves, tg believe in
can be dmbskful; however, don't and to stand by their principles.
think that heterosexuality can't be When Mr. Voltz wrote his editorial
also. Foshee
speaks of he a d so knowing the can of worma
homosexuality as a condition or he was about to open. ~ u t ,
chsease m c h is easily cured. If this nonethela, he wrote what he
were the case, do you not think that beheved.
homosexuahty would cease to exist.
It seem8 to me that many of the
Also, homosexuality has never been writers of the editorlais attacking
accepted;
acceptance
of Mr. Voltz entirely missed the point.
homosexuality would mean an end Attacks on a pason's character
to promiscuous sex. Instead, mthout ever even having one conhomosexuals would have the versation with the man are totally
, freeam to hve together in every mthout validity, and in my opinion
neighborhood in Amerca. One would have n o m g to do with the issue at
also thlnk that Mr. McCool, a hand.
professor ot psychology, would know
Who is Mr. Robert Felgar to refer
that oral sex and occamonal anal sex to Mr. Voltz' Bexual Uncoumens,
is more than quite common among mmable ignorance, and cruelty?
heterosexuals. Sadly however, this Come on now, Mr. Felgar, surely
has gone from an article on AIDS to you must have more knowledge of
a full-fledged gay nghts issue. Yet, the man than merely one edftorial
lt only shows what a touchy subject letter. And who are you to insirmate
AIDS and even homosexuality are. that Mr. Voltz 18 an enemy of
Is there a need for homophobia? humaneness? Is it humane that
Most cwtamly not, because innocent httle cluldren are dymg because of
people are always being hurt by the the queer (odd) behavior of certain
insensitive, 1U4nformed, and frda members ot our society? Yes, it's
tional words of others. I realize that m e that 78 percent of the 11,132
hu letter may have little impact on males who are known to have AllXS
anyone, or m helping thisissue come are homosexuals, according to an
to a conclusion. Lord forbid that it a t o n a l by Amy Bliss Mason. Yes,
blow mto a larger outrage. However, Mr. Felgar, go ahead and "deeply
fear stems from lgnornce and encourage tolerance." Where will
Ignorance 18 not gomg to guide thls world end up as we tolerate
America through the A W crisis. more and more? We cannot stand by
M. Prestridge
and tolerate behavlor which ~s
-@x&.%%w>~~
+t*%?#~p-<wL$$
clearly detrimental to the good of
Dear Editor,
our soclety as a whole.
I must respond to the numerous
And Mr. Kinney, just where do you
letters received attaclung Mr. BWr
Voltz' editorial of October 17. Frst, thmk the world would be if people

organization. Eventually, those
people may a& or even demand that
we take on a representation role.
The other two innovations are less
dramatic but could strengthen internal union organization. In
(ieorgm, Idaho and Missouri, the
AFLCIO will concentrate staff
members to train local union activista m an experfmental "oneonone" outreach program of home
visits to the many unionists who
rarely show up a meeting halls. The
pupose, Kirkland said, '78 to find
out what they want from their job
and show them how theycan use tbe
union to help achieve individual
gom.
Finally, the federation will start
down the road thls week toward
requiring it8 member Won8 (berely
half of whom are dues-paying affiliates of state labor federations) to
support the state units. These units
increwjinglywill carry the burdenof
both mganidng and political action.
The payoff on these projects may
not be visible for wme time. But
they are important-as important as
a healthy labor movement is to the
overall vigor and wen-being of this
democracy.
1.

only worried about their own of our time on this campus from slmply like the song and feel it to be
m s c u l e problems? Do drunken year to year. We must raise this an effective morale booster.
drivers affect you'! Maybe not, but )800,000 for our student's sake for However what concerns me is the
thank goodness there are people their heritage.
asher side of the coin. There are
Ernest Stone
concerned enough to fight against it.
many whitea who like it simply far
Many, not most of you, were so C&hairrnan for raising $600,00 the fact ofwhat it represented and
concerned with voltz' use of the
that it ifiltates black folks.
term queer that you failed to make
If it does indeed irritate most
any s i m c a n t point, IF that was
blacks then hotR can Dr. Walter8 say
indeed your purpose in writing your
that it is used to fire up the football
edltOrial8.
team when the team is over fifty
Y e s , I t h m k a s ~ w e Dear Edtor :
percent black. Let's not even
should have compassion for victims
The University Police and the mention basketball because it is
of a cllsease,but not for the immoral Student Government Association about 80 percent black. The campus
would like to thank all of those who is 20 percent black and I think that it
behavlor m
c
hcauses the diaeaee.
In Bldlng with Mr. Voltz, 1 do not helped with the recent engraving 18 downright disrespedful to play
wish to 8ay he presented his opanion sessions around campus. Without thissongwhenmany black8 feelitto
in the best possible manner. their help the task would have been be personally oemive. so whv piay
However, it is my belief that he is impossible to accomplish in the time the song? It seems obvious. ri, me
pstified m hs conclusions. Do we Wetted. Again, many thanks to:
that the feelings and concerns of
seek to prevent a cold or do we Laura Dolberry, Matthew Griffin, blacks on campusare either brughed
Qctor ourselves a m r we are ill'!
Greg Gudger, Rod Lawerance, aside or ignored completely conShould we not seek to dimwage the Kenneth Miller, Stanley Lemon, cernurg Uus matter. The Friendliest
behamor whch u, responsible for Pearl Williams and Melissa Campus in the South'? That's a moot
thls hornble W s e ' ! Ck shall we WWamson.
question If ever I've heard one.
stand by and let the W s e continue
'$by Newman
Larry A. Moore
to spread as we frantically seek to
~nairmanJSU Crime Prevention
Afro-American A8sn.
and a cure'!
CQ-=
The Chanticleer is the student
Sandra E. Webber
newspaper of Jacksonville State

-

Crime week
successful

Stone writes

Dear Editor:
Jacksonville State University
exists for its students. Our student's
futures are eliriched by the heritage
that has been left by our graduates.
Our academic goals are
achievable yet they are ambitious.
We strive for excellence.
Our soundness in academic and all
pEases of student life are assets to be
sure. We are; however, in need of
enriching our academic life. The
best way we know to do this is
through the proposed Eminent
Scholars Program. It will be great
to have one of the eminent teachers

Moore responds
to Wallace
a8 mments

1)ear Edltor,
This letter is in response to the
article by Vicky Wallace on 17 Oct.
concerning the playing of the song
"Me.
I believethat it is not the song that
18 the p$oblern but how the song is
mterpreted. Certainly the song may
represent the "Southerners
tradition" and I am sure that there
are many whrte people who feel that
it has no racial connotation. They

University. The Chanticleer is produced
.entirely by students and printing is done
by the Talladega Daily Home.
The
newspaper is funded by ~ n i 6 s r s i t yappropriations and advertising w l d by ad
managers. Office space in the basement
of the Theron Montgomery Building is
provided by the University.
All students interested in working for
the Chanticleer are welcome to apply.
The Chanticleer invites opinions to be
expressed in letters to the editor. As
manv letters as Dossible will be Drinted.
~ e t t i r s to the 'editor must be typed,
double-spaced and turned in to the
Chanticleer office in a sealed envelope
before 5 p.m. Friday. All letters must be
presented with a valid student-faculty I D
card. Letters from other sources must
include address and telephare. Those of
more than 300 words are subiect to cutting without notice and the editor
reserves the right to make any copy
conform to the rules of newwaDer stvle.
Thechanticleer will not make c'orredions
on letters to the editor. The Chanticleer
will not print unsigned letters.
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Alumni remember Dr. David Walter~

By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senlor Edltor
Dr. David L. Walters, a man who
has been a drivmg force behind a e
successof the Marching Southerners
for m y years, ls celebrating his
Sllver Anniversary as band director.
He has been a major influence in the
hves of high school band directors
throughout Alabama and Georgia,
including nearly a dozen in Calhoun
County alone.
Reminiscing about his years
drectmg the Southerners smce he
arrived in the tall of 1961, Walters
stressed the lrnportance ot not
loolung at the past.
"I cannot pick just one year as the
hlghhght of my drecting career

here at JSU," Walters said. "In
performing, you must make sure
that you don't look back at past
experiences, but look toward the
future. I always look forward to each
year as a new opportunity to move
ahead."
Walters' teaching philosphy is to
place emphasis not on the music
itself, but on the individual.
"I try to get to know each of my
students personally," he said. "No
matter what you teach, 1 believe
that the students come first. Music is
Important, but it can never be more
Important than the students who are
devomg so much of their time and
energy."
Don Cheyne, sales manager for

Townsend

Inrnon

Moody

Smith

the Ham11ton Band Instrument Co.
and former director of the Weaver
mgh School Band, said that Walters
has developed the Marching
Southerners into a training ground
for band directors.
"The greatest thing_ about Dr.
Walters 1s the amount of leadership
he allows his students to have,"
Cheyne sad. "I played the trombone
m the Southerners for tive years
twenty years ago. He showed the
same genulne concern for his band
members back then that he shows
now. It helped us because of all the
trust he showed in us."
Cheyne m d the marching style of
the Southerners m the lWs was
very different than what is seen

my.
"We used what we called a
preciaondrill style," he said. "The
band would always enter from the
endzone and we a d a high left kneehft every fourth count. But the level
of playlng back then was about the
same as it is today."
Wiham Barker, band director at
Oxford Wgh School, played trombone m the Southerners from lWl to
1965. He arrived at JSU one
semester before Walters came to the
untverslty.
"The band was much smaller
when I was a Southerner % years
ago," Barker sad. "We had only !Xi
band members, not including
drums, ballermas or auxiliaries.

One year we marched tour trombones, one tuba and a dozen trumpets. The Troy game was stii oar
biggest performance of the year, so
we had basically the same traditions
the band has now."
"I feel that JSU is honored to have
had a man of Dr. Walters' caliber
d r e m g the band for the past 25
years," Barker added. "He is a
muslcal genius and arranger. It wa8
a real honor to have been in his first
band and to see how it has grown
smce then. The band is one of the
most sought after m the Southeast,
and he is the leading force behind it.
I am very happy for him." \
(See ALUMNI, Page 11)

JSU co-ed works her way up ladder
By VICKY WALLACE

bant tic leer Senior Edltor

She is a perfect example of the American dream of
success tollowmg hard work. As an uncertain freshman
mth no idea about a major, today Sheila Henea tirissett,
a semor communicahons major from Birmingham, has
worked her way up the ladder of broadcast journalism
from dolng news to her present position as station
manager ot W I J S Y Z J Hadio station.
"1 beheve m the philosophy of wanting everything out
of we, which can sometimes cause contlicts in my
schedule, but Y" always comes first," tirissett added.

In addition to her duhes at YZJ, she said she is also
mterning an average ot 30 hours at WJSU-Channel 40
television statlon which mvolves coming up with
promotional campagn ideas and traveling mth the
cameramen to shoot commercials. She said she equally
enioys worklng m all parts of a television station as

sad, gettmg news oft the radlo newswzre and reading it
on the a r .
Withm flve years, she went from news, dlsc jockewg,
asslstant stahon manager to station manager. Durlng
that tune on the a r as a dlsc jockey, she used Stephame
Garrett as her radlo name so people would not know It
was she when she made mstakes.
"After I'd been promoted to a disc jockey, this was all
I ever thought 1 would be. 1have David Carnes (former
9W station manager) to thankfor where 1 am because
he beheved m me and promoted me to assistant Station
manager. Atter the experience I got, I knew 1 could do
the job," Grlssett sald.
Whenever she fmds tune for herself, she loves to play
tennis, swun, go to the movles and relax with her m m
keyboard. '
She s a d there are benefits to worklng at 9 2 4 which
those mterested in the radlo industry should not
werlook.

"This is the place to learn how to be a DJ."

-

much as radlo whether lt be behind or in tront of the
camera.
tirissett said, even with all the experience she is
getmg by working at a radigand t.v. station, her goal is
always to do a good job while gaining as much experience as she can.
Her experience with the radio world began not with
her freshman year, but extends back to her high school
years when she had the opportunity to work with several
radlo stations in the tiadsden area.
"When 1entered college, Major John Turner, who was
at the tlme the adviser for undecided majors, helped me
a whole lot because as a freshman 1was shy and wasn't
sure about a major. Atter talking to me, he told me that I
had a mce voice and suggested the radio station to me,"
she sald.
Gnseze s a d sRe Gegm working as a news pers~nwith
a Ciiiee IS~PIU@ 5:b.o~once a r~:tvL. TNs Lqvolv~!, r.he

"'ms 1s a place to learn how to be a DJ, get the experience they needed and opportunibes to move up.
Many students worklng at 9 2 4 have r a a o stations
cahng them tor jobs. I've got a good statt to work wlth
because they do what they are told, which reheves me
trom havmg to do everythmg," tirlssett added.
In dealmg mth her co-workers, Grlssett s a d she
tollows the Golden Rule smce she can remember how
she telt as a DJ about the statlon manager.
With a total of 45 hours dedicated to her two loves, she
sad there are tunes when she wuhes there were 26 hours
In day because she tmds she c a m t spend the deslred
amount of tune with the radlo station.
"I have a tendency to be a workahohc because there
are so many thmgs that I want and l've always felt that
lt takes hard work to get them. One day 1won't have to
do this, but ur~tlithen 1tee1 hke that's what 1% !lave tee
dc. Gri~s?tti c ~ r l u d e d
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(Continued From Page 10)
Homer m t h , band director at
JacRsonvIUe High School, played the
trombone m the Southerners m 1966
and was a drum major in the band
from 1967-1969.
$Ykeep upwth the Southernersall
me w e , ' ' srmth said. "'gney have
&aged very much smce 1 marad,but they still have the pride
md enthusiasm that we had. Their
respect for the Southerners'
tradtron IS evldent in e v W Ftormanee that they give."
m t h sad he became familiar
w~thWalters even before pining the
&Southerners and described him as
pobably the angle-most impmtant somebm,he did it in a way that they
mvldual m r m i m e n t for the would not feel intimidated."
music department in the p d 25
Vern Townsend, Ohatchee High
School's band director, played the
Pars.
anything we can do for b i t o n e m the Southerners from
-1
bun ought to be done," Smith said.
WfRLn.
"The corps i n f ~ ~
"Dr. Walters has made the changed the marching style,"
d "When 1 mar&&,
Southernersinto the great band that T ~ ~ n s e nsaid.
rigM foot, had
they are. He is just m e a daddy to we stepped off an
me. He treats all his band members a lot of drill based on 8 and 8, and
always started our opening song in
the same, no matter who they are."
mb ~nman, band d i r m r at the endzone. In 1970 and 1971, we
mte~lm
~ i g School,
h
marched based our opening on Southerner's
~ l t hthe trombone in the Souther- Special. We did a drill to it backwards and then forwardsto get back
ners from 196871.
marching style was dif- to our original spot."
Townsend said the son@ played
ferent," ~nmansaid. "Besides Qing
a left high-knee lift on every four by today's ScmtAerners are mu&
steps, we would say ' ~ h u Troy'
p
on Werent from those he played.
every four counta. Because of
"The a d e step has made the
transportation problems, wp playing much smoother, but the
music ls not the same," he said.
marched only 96 horn players."
lnman srud he is very happy for "The Latin style was always unique
~)r.waiters.
with the Southerners. 'Ihe sparlr and

--

ways after h'alten' w a d the Southemirs practice, but
terned
teaching methods.
not as
as I would me; band
"What I admke most about Dr. directing is a pretty timeconsuming
Waiters ls his ability to keep calm at job."
all times," he said "In four years, 1
general, 1 would my the
e heard hunrai= his voice only twice. muacianship of the current
Before every fr@, ne would @ve a Southerners has really improved,"
mtle pep talk on w e t i o n to fire
Lenard added. "We were good when
approach at W I marched, but the music is getting
UP. 1 @Y to m e
school, but I'm not a8 lenient he better every day and the students
is."
now get better b w g in h@
"I have always remembered and school."
tried to apply in w Ilfe me
"1 would like to take this ap
~tatementthat he often made to us5 portunity to congratulate Dr.
'We teach kids &at, but ~ u a l c Walters for a job well am," he said.
second'," T m d added. "MUc "I consider him to be a very spedal
is mportant, but it isn't the only friend."
reason students are in school; we Jeanie bvie, band director at
s~ouldalso teach them to be more Lmcoln ~ i g hschool, played the
responsible individuals."
saxophone in the Southerners from
Jeff m a r 4 band director at 1971-75. She said the highlight of her
Wellborn High School, played the marching career was when the band
saxophone in the Southernera from represented the state of Alabama at
197STJ.
the Bicentennial Celebration In

"He doesn't have to say mu& to get
IS students to do what he wants;
everyone treated fairly. you get
the feeling that 'once a Southerner,
always a
nomas
it^, band m e c b r
at m s t o n ~ i gsaool,
h
in
the southfom 1972-75. A
drummer, McGarity has noted
severaldifferences m e e n today?s
drumline and the old Soutbmers'
&urnline.
'.When I was a member of the
Southerners in lgn,we had a much
mer
section,,, McGarity
said.
had four,marednuns,four
d q l e tenors, and a big single dnun
that was a
a tympany
md
We
no
mlesor
beck then,"
my
year ( 1w4), the
band style wed
drastfcally,, he
said. ..We began to
mt-e
now bfplesfor the

still present today,

A Proud Participant In The Homecoming Tradition

We are also proud of our tradition of providing highly-qualifiedofficers for
the Active Army, National Guard and Reserves. Applications for two-year
scholarships, which are worth approximately $5,530,are now being accepted.
Students can be guaranteed the option of serving their commitment as an
officer in the National Guard or Reserves. For more information visit Rowe
Hall or contact any Military Science Instructor at 23 1.5601.

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!

President joins facl 2lty

Business is related to education
By TIM RICE
Chanticleer Staff Writter
According to Dr. Martin
Marquardt of the School of Business
teaching is in many ways related to
the operation of a successful.
business. Marquardt should know
because before coming to JSZT he
was President and Chief Operating
Officer of the Royalnest Corporation
in Manhasset, New York.
"'bentyfive to 30 percent of the
job in adrmnistering a company is
teaching," said Marquardt. "Many
times though it is not called teaching
and those taught do not see it a s
such," he said.
Royalnest Corporation needed a
professional to oversee the diversification .of their holdings and
Marquardt fit the bill.
Today
Royalnest grosses upwards of fifty
miUon dollars annually and is involved in operations varying from
mortages and investments to the

A kumni

chartering of ocean going vessels.
Marquardt, who recieved his Ph.D. in Business Administration from
the University of Alabama, is not
only well versed in business, but.in
other areas a s well. He began his
career a s a pilot in the United State
A r Force. From 1956 until 1%9 he
held command and staff positions in
various operational and flying
organizations within the Air Force.
He accumulated approximately
4,500 hours jet tune and flew F-4
Phantoms while serving in Vietnam.
Before his association with
Royalnest, Marquardt served a s
Assistant Professor of Business
Admnistration and Management in
the College of Business a t Virginia
Commonwealth University.
He
later held the position of Director of
the Personnel and Industrial
Relation Program where he was
responsible for the evaluation,

unplementation, and structure of
the professional program and
continuing research.
When asked how he ended up a t
JSU, he replied, "Teaching has
always been my first love, and I've
always liked Alabarna.",,Marquardtdt
isno stranger to the 'heart of Dixie'.
While in the Air Force, he was
stationed a t Maxwell AFB in
Montgomery where he was Chief of
the Labor - Management Relations
Dvision, Institute for Professional
Development of the Air University.
Concerning education Marqua~dt
feels that "it is a disservice for a
student to get just facts from a
professor." He believes that it is
imperative that students be given a
thorough theoretical background so
they, as educated persons, can
"analyze and synthesize" available
data and use the product to help their
understanding of the problems in
school and in life.

Dr. Martin Marquardt

(Continued From Page 11)

ptchbass drums' The drUms were

vO1me.
nrtheyswessthe playm&!
not teatwed alone until that Year. aspect ot the band. TO sum up, we
'Ibe band changed gradually from were louder but today's band
the old traditional Southerners probably play a httle better."
m u a c and began umng more
.'It makes me tee1 great to be
Or arranged
orlgmal tunes
around a man Llke h.Walters,"
by
WalterS. We
Wady seud. "It shows how wondoing more drum and bug1 corps d e r N a person he is to have stayed
type dru."
around so long and put so much tune
~ c ~ a r i ts ay d that the current mto the band."
Southerners have -tamed
the
Pam m t h , band dlrector a t
great sound that has always been Pleasant Valley, played the trumpet
synonymous m t h the band.
m the southerners tram 1 9 7 W . She
achieve fiat standard
"'meY
m d the band is basically the same
ot excellence the Southerners have as 1t was when she marched, only
been known for," he said. "The band dtterent people are carrymg on the
1s PlaYmg more dlltlcult n ~ u a cand
band's successtul tradition.
marching more dlff lcult shows
*.Itee1 it 1s qulk an honor for any
every Year, but they are st1l.l
one person to stay with one band a s
good "
long as Dr. Walters has and to have
"Dr. Walter's was a very *- produced the h g h qualty of musr:
portant tlgure in m y m u a c a l he has durmg h s tenure," she s a d .
career," Mc(imty said. " B ~ l d e c "He helps to better the peopie
being an m s t r u e t ~ ~he, was m, around hun, not just in music, but UI
personal Percualons teacher. Hf every area of thew lives. He is an
taught me a lot, not lust m
but e x w a o r h a r y h u m bemg."
also u~many aspects of fie."
Scott Moody, band dmctor at
Several members of the 1985
Weaver Mgh School, m r c h e d m the Marchmg Southerners voiced t h e i
Southerners trOm 1977-80. A tram- opmo, about Dr. Waltes and h s
bone Player, he hsted a s hs mar- giver Anniversary a s diector.
chlng hghlights the Beach SUte
Marchng Festival of 1977 and the
..I am really happy for hun,"
'boy tootball game ot 1YW). Moody's Roger Reid, a SIX-year veteran of
mfe is the head of the flag h e , so he the Southerners s a d . "He is a great
otten attends the Southerners' man a tantastic mector, and a
practices.
close triend."
"We had the same tradtions the
band has today,'?
said. 6 c m e m.Waiters is one ot the -st
Wl
tradition of being good w a s already men I have ever known," l
there, but.we started the tradition of tiulce, a fifth-year trombone player
being such a large band, with bet sad. "No matter what you ask him,
ween '250 and 300 members, in my he always seems to come up with the
solutlon to the problem."
f i s t year (1977) ."
"'me attitude of being a cut.above
the rest still exists in the current
"He's .a great director," Chris
Southerners," he added. "When 1 Moore, a fourth-year member, said.
marched in the band, we stressed "I don't thlnk the Southerners would

CLASS RINGS
May Be Purchased In The SGA
Office - 4th Floor TMB.
With This Ad Receive

$10.00off
Your Purchase

be the Same wlthout hun. He n a
to all the members
the
band."
"He's been Uke a dad to me,"
Brent J e n m g s s a d ot his tour years
m the Southerners. "He has shown
such patience. Not many diectors
would put up m t h some ot the stuff
we do, but he lets us make many ot
our o m deasiom."

rum major m icky Walker s a d he

considers Dr. Waiters to be a vwy
close trlend.
"I don't thmk any0ne but him

a tourth-year veteran said. "He has
,re
knowleage than many of us
zould ever hope to achieve "
,woughout his a years as band

~ ~ ~ ~ $ , ' I e $ ~~~ ;p "
~ ~;~;~ $, " $, " ~
~
very uMque
ldenbtyauM
tor
Gregthe
Wllllm
m,
ws a that.s
what makes
kmd dercrlbedwho
a success' and
He Isa asupr
talented musical

always w i l b g to go out .of hls way m
order to help others. That a n attitude that w e all can take to h w t .
- m t w r e s s e s me fie most
QngratulaUons,
Dr. Walter% on a
that he seems to possess an lnflrute
amount ot wlsdom," Greg ~ i a m s , 1 0 ~well done."

David Carnes and Phyllis Erwin would
like to wish all J.S.U. Alumni an enjoyable and Happy Homecoming. 'Please

I)

THURSDAY: Students check out Cross- 11
roads Bar for Halloween. 50' Ponies, 90'
Longnecks, $1.00 Moosehead, $1.25
Heineken, St. Pauli Girl, ~mters',Becks
Kronenberg, Red Strip, Carlsberg.
(Evey Bar in town except the ROADS sells Bud fors1.25;
these are imports you figure it out!)
Friday enjoy the Lee Greenwood concert and the same
prices on ICE COLD BREW! Saturday come by and
see us before the Sunny Beaches concert at Brothers!
CROSSROADS is all behind you J.S.U. Football!

Manners enjoys artistic aspects through the years
~y RITA HAPtC'ROW
Chanticleer Staff Wrltter

At the end of m s semester, we vJfll lose an art
professor, as well as an active supporter of the campus
and commmty. In Jan, 1W6 Lee Manners WUretire.
Manners begal?worklng et JSU bept ., 1956 as head of
*ie art depmtrnent, and he held the poptkon until 1!l76.
"men I started workmg here m 1956," Manners said,
"we had flve trill-tune mt m s t r u ~ r s . "
Manners became mterested m art at an early age.
"My tather was a cabmet maker, and my grandmother
md sisters were excellent tailors." he said. "Something
wsual or artlac always seemed b be gomg an."
He ateended Alabama pubhc schools, and Manners
w d that he was lucky to b? taught by teachers who
cared about art. "Two teachers in particular, Lulabell
Black and Bell Comber, really got me interest&in art,"
he sad.
Manners sald that smce he grew up during the
depression years, he was engouraged to enjoy the more
artisuc thmgs m life. "I feel like Hoosevelt supported
the arts and the 'starving artists' of that time," he said.
**WhenI was in grammar school, a print show was
gven at the school by some contemporary print
makers," he srud. "And once I got to see the
Metropohbn Opera in Birmingham for 25 centa."
Manners said that because of these early experiences,

it's a great teeling."
Manners w d that one ot his highest honors was when
the Mimom was dacated to him one y m . "It's
probably one on the biggest t h w s that has Mppened to
me," he said. "It ~sspecial to me because 1 feel like 1
was chosen by the students."
Art is not me only aspect of the campus that Manners
supports. He sad that he and hw W e attend almost
every sporting event.
"We g~ ta all me tootball games, gymnastac meets,
basketball and baseball games," he sad. "We even
went Zo the wrestling matches when there was a
wresthng team."
Manners was a h advwr for the first social fraternity
on campus, Delta Chi.
Although Manners 1.9 recognized on campus as an art
professor, he is more widely recognized as an artist. The
~ m g h a m
Museum of Art owns two of hh paintings,
and hls work 1salso on display at the Pine Bluff Museum
of Art m Arkansas. An eye clinic and a rehabilitation
center m Burmnglram have used his work to decorate
thelr offices.
Vmcent Price, w
was an admrerof
paintings to sell
everything I had,
Manners said.

he recently resigned from this position.
In Jan., the artist plans to have a commencement
houses on my bike."
He kept rn p b as a railroad call boy for two years, show in which he will sell his work from the paat 35
then decided to jom the Navy. " b W y , 1 wanted to get years. ''Of whatever is sold," he said, "half will go to a
back to my art work, so I started taking classes at the
scholarshipfmd for art students. I'd like to start a good
Uruverstiy of Alabama."
scholarship fund."
Durmg part of his junior and senior years of College,
After hi8 retirement, Mannershopes to be able to have
Manners attended the Pmmyivania Academy of Fine a rose garden and a wine cellar - things that he has not
Arts m f%hdelphia.
had time to enjoy before. "1 hope I'll be able to work on
Manners seid that he has founda germine satisfaction in ceramics, qWting,andpaintlng in my studio at home,"
teachmg art. "The thing 1 appreciate moat la the he added.
students," he said.
Manners' key philosophy is, "What you do today,
'Y thmk it's special when a student has a plece of art you'll use tomorrow, whether it be a painting, a pot, or a
that really works," he said; "something really happens. quilt -it adds to your experience."

he said, "ht the rest of the t h e 1had to ride to their

SBDC provides quality business services
By STEVE POPE
CbanMceer Stsff W r k r

The Small Business Development
Center is a part of the College of
Commerce and Business Administration which has an
enrollment of approximately 2,000
students and is the largest of the
nine colleges on campus.
SBDC is a resource center where
information, counseling and
assistance are coordinated and
disseminatedto persons who plan to
start a small business or are
presently operating a small
business.
The SBDC provides the entrepreneur with education and
t r a ~ 0pportImities
g
which cwer a
mde range of business topics.
fksearch, both basic and applied, is
available, giving the small husinesa
person more relevant data from
whch to draw upon for malring
decwons.
The SBDC also acts as a c

house by referring clients to other
existing business programs. Since
its installation a s a full-time
operation in fall 1981, the growth
rate with a case load of 28 in flscal
year 1982 expanded to over 300 cases
m 1985. During this same period, the
number of counseling rnanhoura
grew from 553 to 11,700.
Pat Shaddix, director of the
center, said, "Entrepreneurs are
other small businesses are the backbone of our economy, yet they
receive very little professional attention. There's a r e . need for
assistance, and that is where our,
services come into play."
The SBDC is also a leading
member of the Alabama Small
Business Consortium (ASBDC),
which is comprised of twelve
universities inthe state. assistance
from the SBDC is accomplished by
one to one co\msellng, senior or
graduate business students under

~ B s h o p s .In addition to individual

counseling, the SBDC provided
m8JWement training to a varied
clientele through seminars held in
the pest few months. Topica included starting a business, business
management and effective
marketing.
"The SBDC is one of the best
centers available with the miversity," Self of the SBCD said. The
center has become very popular
over the years.
It has had
tremendous increases in clients
because of the services they offer.
The center helps students get a head
start in their careers. "The center
gives studenta practical views un
'real world' situations," Self sad.
"One thing that makes the center
more popular is that individuals are
now realiztng that they want to go
into business for themselves," Self

Advance Tickets
Lee Greenwood
available through
Friday, 12:OO Noon
General admission
s112:00at door
Students Included
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4 TRUCK I'ARKLXG
SATELLITE 'I\'

The Pertelote is accepting essays, short stories, and
poems for its fall issue. The deadline for
submissions is Nov. 1. All submissions should
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and Robert Browninghad
ATsTS 60%and 40%discounts,
it would have beena terrible
lossfbr Englishliterature
a

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off A%Ts Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose A R T Because
with A W s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone?

- The right choice.
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Dorm guards prepared to handle any situation
Burke, 'l'ammy Lackey, Bernita
honey, Vickie Cooper, Mchelle
Elhgton, Mattle Crutcher, Arm
awake in a dark building during the Berry, Connle Uobey, Loeliaa
rmddle of the rught is a question Eason, Rachel1 Hall, Chestina
anyone can ask the female dorm Malloy, Dome Runpsey, Vandella
guards on campus. 'emale dorm Garth, Marquenta Sands, Stacy
guards are assigned a women's Davls, Carolme Ueschner, Portia
dorm to patrol between the hours of Coleman, and Trlcella Eason.
Dottie Wmpsey, who patrols
11:OO p.m. and 7:W a.m.
'mese guards go through some Chuss Hall, says, "It can be very
trlghtenmg to be the only one awake
pretty scary situations at times.
"One of the scariest things that has in the bullchng, especially when it
happened to me is when a drunk guy comes tlme to report trespassers."
"'!'here is an eerie feelmg that
came up to the dorm 1was patrolhg
and demanded to get in. He wouldn't comes over me when I check inslde
take no for an answer and he tried to the dorms at mght," Runpsey sad.
"1 have watched so many horror
torce his way in," Bernita Looney
movies the thought that some
Fad.
According to Sgt. Arner McUaniel psycho is golng to lump out after me
of the University Police the runs through the back of my head.
follomg is a list of some of the What can I do mth lust a rado and
no other type of protection?"
duues these guards:
-perform public relations duties Runpsey asked.
Runpsey agrees that she can
at all times for residents and visitors
make a lot of enexrues mth thls pb.
-secure assigned dorm at ap- "'mere could be a guy m one of the
rooms and I have to report it no
propriate time
-make routme checks on assigned matter what, even ~t the room
dorm to include hallways, restrooms belongs to my best irlend," Hmpsey
sald.
and all outside doors
'l'he hardest part ot the job ac-operate two-way radio according
to FCC requirements and answer all cordrig to h n p s e y is going to
school all day betore tune tor work,
transmissions to unit
-enforce rules and regulations o! then workmg and havlng to go to
school the next morn-.
dormtow
Marquenta Sands, who patrols all
-prohlblt male entry lnto dorm
K~mpseyoperates phone
atter vlsltlng hours to Include lobby the bulldmgs on a rotating schedule,
"I feel secure
my radio and really know how to handle a
'l'he guards who perform these says, "I love my work because it when I'm In trouble I know the police situation," Sands sad.
dutles are Sandra Summerlin, gves me a chance to study. As for ckwmment wh handle ~ t .I think
- m e guards work hard m order to
Carolme Allen, Anme Beck, Jennell bemg alone, I'm not atrad."
the othcers at the Unlvwslty Pohce keep the dorms safe at rught. They
By STEVE POPE
Chanticleer Staff Writer
How it feels to be the only one

photo by Ltarence Goodbeer

m a t not be called detectives but
they can be referred to here as our
version of Charhe's Angels," Looney
md.

Is Thursday, October 31,1986, THE CHANTICLEER

detectors and garage-door openers. "

BRAMMEIER IN CHANGING TIMES.
THE KIPLINGER MAGAZINE

Cast performs true-life story

Jacksonville State University
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what was to become one of
America's favorlte snacks
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Thanksgiving Day

Honors Recital: Delta
Omicrm. Mason Hail. 7 pm
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Pete 'talks to' Helen
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Miracle
(mtfnued from page 18)

starts o!T as a young, energetic
young man who is interested in what
Keller is doing. By the end of the
production, however, he is seen as a
bitter middle-age man.

Perhaps the Strongest performance was given by Kim Correll
as Keller. Overaramatization of
blindness and deafness could have
CreePed into her Performance, but
she resisted the temptation. Keller
obviously c?ouldnot speak a s clearly
as Correll portrayed her, but in an
effort to aid the audience in Understanding what was being said
Correll spoke a bit clearer. The only
flaw in her performance was hasty
exits from the set. It was a bit
dstracting to see "Keller" move so

The antique furniture and props
were effective in setting the turn4fthecentury mood. The Special
pyrotechniques added to the realism
of the set. Set desrgner Carlton Ward
held nothing back where props were
concerned. False books, pine
needles and abstract trees added to
the atmosphere.
Costumes designed by Yvonne Lee
were helpm in recreating the 1980's
look. Long dresses, derby hats and
even pocket watches were small
details which enhanced the overall
picture.
For the first production of the
season, "Monday M e r the Miracle"
went over quite well.
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J s a Concert: JSU Jazz
Trio. 730. M
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Piano Recital: John Hendrix. Mason Hall. TEA
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What movie saw the Knlghls of
the Round Table eat ham and
lam and spam a lot7

What grouo released
Beggars Banquet in 19681
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Brotherhood. 7:00
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Cured
$2
for

catalog o f
to
ist your writing effs and h e l p you beat
t e r s l Block. For info.,
1 TOLL-FREE 1-8006215. ( I n Illinois, call
-922-0300. ) Authors' Rerch, b.O N , 407 South
rborn, Chicaao IL 60605.
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Rabbit Hutch Too
Today Only
Oct. 31,1985
All Halloween Items

10%OFF
the exception of balloons

20 Tbureda~.October 3LlIHIS. THE CWANTTCI.I~!FR

Miller and JSU SGA Present

Boxing Tournament
Registration Starts NO W
December 2nd & 3rd are Fight Nights
Round Length

*16 Oz. Gloves

*$2.00 Entry Fee

I*

Sign- Ups S. G.A. Office

-3

- 3 Min. Rounds For

Those

Boxing Once Each Night.
-3 - 2 Min. Rounds For Those
Boxing Twice The First Night.

* Weigh in's December 2
Place and Time T.B.A.

For More Information
See The S. G.A.-Secretary

Be There!!!!

erke Breathed
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Popular "Tomboy"
performs to crowd
at Brother's Bar
By C. A. ABERNATHY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The danceable rock sounds of
Tomboy, a favorite party band of
local fraternities, played a t
Brother's recently. The enthuaastic
crowd stood on the stools and danced
on the tables mtiP Kim Hallmark,
Tomboy's lead singer, nicely asked
technician
them to move; the
Jimmy Davis, ~ ~ u not
l d see the
band. No major sound problems
cwurred that night, so playing was
easier for this full-time band.
Tomboy has been

"Hoot" Owsley, lead guitar and
vocals.

Eddie from Heflin has played
years and says the
best Part about,being with the band
"the girls."
OwsleY, the
r~Westand ~ o m g e smember,
t
has a
Steady girifrimd in Annbton, and
this is his first time on the road.
Todd Daniel, drummer, said,
"Performinggetsin your,blood.The
thmg I enjoy most aboutme band is
being my "own boss." Tomboy
travels the Southeast
Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Florida,

guiw for

-

The deadline for entries in the 1786
Musk Man contest is nearing. Any male
student is eligible to enter the contest.

NO FEES ARE CHARGED FOR
ENTERING, SO SUBMIT PICTURES

nor larger than 8x10. A l l photos
submitted become the property o f
The Chanticleer.
The winner of the contest will represent

Z2
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witches , ghosts, and gobblins find
Sunny Beaches at Brother's Bar
things up, , ne adds. That is the clever m e given to
thew back up smgers complled of wives, girlfriends, and
It is appearance versus reality as Surmy Beacher and friends. 'rhe tour mam ones are best known as Velrna
the individual# perform. They dress m beach wear, Dean (V.D.), Dovie, Opal, and Gertie. "Others drift in
complete mth sunglasses, cutoff jeans and HaWrulan and out occasionally," says Wood.
s m s . Thew stage a decorated by palm trees, sun
Sunny Beaches and the Indlviduals will be adding to
slmulamg llghts and thew own laid back attitudes.
the
spwit ot Homecomng by playing at Brother's Bar
Underneath it all, they are a true sock-n-roll band,
playlng top 40 hlts trorn the 50's and 60's. "Ow name has Friday and Saturday rughts. Wood 15a graduate of JSU
noto do mth what we do," says HandyWood. They and continues to teach m the department of finace and
real estate. "We have a pretty good following," says
look "beachy" but they are good old-fashioned rock.
Last year Sunny Beaches and the Indlviduals was a Wood. "A lot of folks come from Amifiton, and there are
tlve Diece band. "We're just a tour piece group band many alurrrm and student8,too:'
now," says "Wood after loamg drummer Sol& Glover."
Don't pack UP L ~ muoween
U
suits just yet. Friday
wood used to be out tront. NOW he has moved behind the
drums. Orlglnally a three piece group when they began mght Brother's along with the band la sponsoring a
m 1982, they eventually went to a tour piece band with c o a m e contest. A prize of $50 will be awarded to the
Wood on drums,Mke Marbut as lead singer, mn Wood Person with the best costlme. A second prbe will also be
on bass gutar, and ~ o fiammeu
b
on rhythm Buttar. awarded. So m e see Sllnny Beaches and the ~ n Glover then lamed the band and Handy Wood moved to dividaals and dress as your favorite monster, ghost, or
the front. Now that Glover has made a job related move gohlm.
to Tulsa, Oaklahoma, the Individuals of Sunny Beaches
Saturday mght will be a welcome to alumni and an
are back to thew old set up.
"We don't have the vlsual impact of before," says overall Homecomurg celebration. Helex with the sunny
Wood. "But the Vlsualettes nsuallv come and ~ e r k fun after the football game.
~ ) MAXTHA
y
nl'ltn

Entertainment Edmr

~abbinawith Gibbs
Excitement in the air
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The Coliseum was snowed under last Thursaay in signs, sheets and
posters to wish the Gamecocksgood luck against one of our arch rivals,
UNA Lions. The overall student morale was high. Since the competition
theme was Spirit, this pep rally was louder than ever. But how can you
convey an Intangible idea such as spirit? It cannot be based on loudnees
alone. Spuit is something that comes from within the individual
member.The feeling of excitement mu14 almort be seen, felt, not to
mention heara as each member of each organization got keyed up for
the Gamecocks. The Sigma Nu paternity stayed on top of their roll and
once agam won first place. Phi Mu sorority went all out and won first
place m the sorority competition.
Thursday night after the Pep Rally, Kappa Sigma fraternity and Zeta
Tau Alpha sorority experienced New Orleans without leaving
Jacksonville. They dressed up for a Mardi Gras celebration mixer at the
Kappa Sig House.
"Let's Go To The Hop." Friday night, the Alpha Xi's put Dick Clark to
shame- and
.-- hmoed
-cc - - and homed till dawn at the Solid Gold Club. The airle
held their annuel "Sock ~ 6 .Alpha
" Xi sisters came from aa far G t h e
University of Alabama to attend the Hop. Alumni, Big Brothers, sisters
and pledges went back in time to the 1950's and danced the night away
as only the t m in those days knew how. Kim McCain, an Alpha Xi
sister; said she was very well pleased with the turn+ut,and feels thia
"Hop" was one of themost suaceasEulever.
This week has been a very busy week.AU club6 on ~EUTIpushavebeen
getting ready for Halloween and Homecoming.
The Writer's Club held its firat meeting of the year on Monday at 4 9 0
in TMB.Chip Miller is sponsor of the Writer's Club this year and officers
were elected on Monday.
The Phi Mu Pledge Classheld their annual Halloween Party Tuesdey
for the sisters and Big Brothers. The party waa held at Katz an& enkrtainment and refreshments were provided by the Phi's. Before going
to their party, the PhiMu's dressed in costumes and visited the Nursing
Home in Jacksonville. They provided refmhmenta for the residents
and sang songs with them. By far the favorite song of the reaidents was
"Amazing G r a c e and every person there h e w all the words.
Have you given the gift ofm
A blood drivewas held this we& by
the ICC and all the c l u b on campw helped take blood from willing
donors.
SAM met yesterday to discuse plans for their d)larter Night,
November 6. Thamaa Mathews, president of SAM, said he is really
excited about its officially becoming a club on campus. The ceremony
will begm at 5: 00 p.m. in the downatairsauditorium of Merrill Building.
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LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP

RENT A VCR
FOR

RECEIVE 2 FREE MOVIES

A WEEK

DOLLAR DAY O N THURSDAYS
NEW RELEASES
*CATS EYE
*POLICE ACADEMY 2
*GHOST BUSTERS
*SECRET ADMIRER
*LADY HAWKE
a *MISSING IN ACTION 2
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'COMING SOONS
BEVERLY HILLS COP
CODE OF SILENCE
THE GREMLINS
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Review

"Demons"
deals with
lives, deaths
Based on the author's first hand
experience, Dekker's Demons deals
with the sorrows and joys experienced during life and death
situationsby a small group of expert
soldiers aiding in the French
Resistance of Nazi occupation W W . The book is candid, hank,
explicit, and at times vulgar, but, in
every detail of every incident that
occurs, realistic. More emphasis is
placed on the details of sexual encounters than should be, but the
same amount of detail is given to the
actual combat scenes which tends to
make the book extremely interesting. If vivid descriptions of
sexual intercourse do not offend the
reader, then this book is worth
reading because the expertly
detailed and seemingly realistic
battle scenes tend to make one
appreciate the great sacrifice that
others made to free the world from
Hitler and his Germany.
One attribute of the book adds
interest is the degree to which the
characters are so vividly described
and developed. The following is a
character description taken directly
from the book:

Her name was Jill Magran, and
she was French-American, born in
St. Lo, Normandy, and brought
up since her childhood in the States.
As a young girl, she was an
athlete and a gymnast. As a young
woman
in her twendes, she had been an
instructor in unarmed combat in
Cairo, Egjpc, to General Charles
DeGaulle's Free French Forces.
Under her guidance were young
expatriate soldiers who had wanted
nothing more out of life than to get
thew hands on the German
solQers who had desecrated, with
the most horrific rape and pillage,
a country they all loved.
Jill Magran is just one example of
the author's vivid and informative
style of creating characters. All of
the characters are fresh, alive, and
vlvid because of the author's excellent method of describing and
developing them. Character
description and development is
definitely a plus for this book.
Realistic, action-packed, hank,
and candid are adjectives that can
be used to describe the day to day
events that affect Dekker, an
American agent leading a m a l l
group of guerilla forces in Nazi
occupied France, and his companions. Alex Webb has done a
magnificent job of realistically
presenting the contlicts and battles
that inevitably occur between
Dekker's Demons and the Nazi
occupational forces. Frequently
authors write realistic stories, but
fail to make them interesting. Not
Alex Webb. He makes the stories so
interesting, and the level of an-

ticipation for the next conflict to
occur so high, that it is almost impossible to put the book down.
The smooth, flowing descriptions
of characters, and the action-packed
battle scenes contribute highly to'the
positive evaluation oi the book.
However, there are more positive
attributes that can be readily
associated with the book: the
language is easy to understand, yet
it is not so easily understood that is
makes the reader feel as if he is
reading a nursery rhyme, and the
chapters complement each other
well as they fit smoothly into the
encompassing plot. The underlying
theme of he book, the instinctive will
of man to survive, is evident in many
situations throughout, and the theme
will undoubtedly cause the reader to
experience triumph as he learns just
how strong the instinctive will to
survive really is.
The only negative aspect of the
book is the degree of detail and
emphasis placed on the sexual excursions of the characters in the
book, but the high degree of detail i s
part of the style with which Alex
Webb chooses to write. So if the
reader is reasonably mature, the
sexual content of the book should not
be excessively oilensive.
m i o n of people lost their lives in
Werld War LI, and millions of people
were affected by it. Dekker's
Demons is a book that d a t e s the
dally events that occurred in World
War II in a realistic way. Yebb
attempts to make each reader appreciate the freedom purchased by
people like Dekker and his group.
DAVID BRYANT

Stewart draws
on resources
available

A mummy,

unoar54 ~ w ow

The story of Mordred and Authur
speaks of their love and friendship.
But the main thrust speaks of the
way life's circumstances drag
people Into a series of events and
conclusions that change their way of
hfe .

A weakness of Stewart's book is
the departure from commonly
Day, Mary Stewart has again drawn adhered notions and ideas confrom the vast resources available on cerning Mordred and Arthur. The
the Arthurian legends and has legends speak of bitter hatred, fierce
created a masterpiece. The fusion of rivalry, deceit, guile and of comthought, idea, and intrigue create a pletely unethical men.
book that is hard to put down. This is
But what is seen as a weakness by
a good book. It is a new and
refreshing treatment of an old story, some appears as strength in The
and it works. The characters and the Wicked Day. Stewart's approach to
action are so real that readeis feel Mordred is appealing. Loyalty to
as if they are a part of the story, a father, home, and country seem
more likely and reasonable since
literary triumph in any novel.
Mordred
is sole heir. Mordred and
Stewart has written three other
Arthur
are
men driven by cirbooks on the Arthurian Legends,
cumstance,
not
hate. These feelings
each detailing a different aspect of
Arthur's rise and reign. In this final tie all men to Stewart's story.
book Stewart examines the decline
The Wicked Day has appeal to a
and death of Arthur at the hands of
Woad range of audiences. It inhis only son, Mordred.
The Wicked Day chronologically cluded murder, rape, incest, illicit
sex and violence, all the ingredients
divided into three sections. The that
make today's hit movies. But
titles of these sections give a rough The Wicked Day has so much more.
overview of their content. The f i s t
"The Boy from the Sea" describes It has knights in shining armor,
~ o r d r e d ' searly life and the cir- heroes, romance, and a touch of
cumstances surrounding his rise in class that mixes these elements so
the kingdom. "The Witch's Sons" that the work is not ttash, but
tells of the exploits of all of hterary success.
Morgause's sons, including MorThe Wicked Day may be
dred, up until the time of Mordred's recommended as a new treatment of
self imposed exile. The last section, the Arthurian legend and a s a
"The Wicked Day, completes the romantic escape. Read this book; it
story and examines the cir- is a joy.
cumstances surrounding Arthur's
1 death.
ROLAND BRPWN
In her latest novel, The Wicked

Not Happy Where You Are Living Now? C o m e See THE COURTYARD

THE COURTYARD
There is finally a 'real' place t o live

If you are currently under a lease, but you would rather be living at THE COURTYARD we will pick up your current lease or dorm
obligation

@pool
.health club
ejacuzzi

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

.fu

Call Bob Fryling at 435-2275 for more information
Office open Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-4
Sundays by appoinment only

llyfurn ished

o n site security
,

THE COURTYARD has planned social activities throughout the Fall,

and if you move in now you'll pay no

rent until January.

Leasing Office - 735 Park A\!;..

Across from Coliseum - 4-35-2275

Ghost stories plentiful at Sigma Nu
give the haunted hotlee a ghastly effect.
The Sigma Nu rock band, made famous by
s r t i m e
for ruy tales, one of the pep rallies, enkrtahed their g~e6ta
widred witches, and ghaatly gobblins. But, with such terror tunea as "The Monster
eveqdayistheUmefor~atorieS8totod Mash." The attic and basement corned
the Sigma Nu house. Local history books most of the frightening features. Recreated
, refer to the house as "the Boxwoods" because were scenes &om movies fitting the mood,
d the many boxwoods mnomding the white Texas C b a b ~ ~Mas6am
w
and the like.
I house. It could just as well be b w n as the
Smith says dead bodies were stacked in the
"haunted howe ar the MU!'
basement during the Civil War and helped
None of the brothers of Sigma Nu currently gorifiy the setting.
live there, but,@ house is oc~~pied.The
The traditional Halloween party for the
wide spread belief is that George, the brothers, pledges, and little sisters is bight.
&atgnity's kiendly ghost lives in the houae, R b n asked if all this uproar upeets George,
partieswiththegrryeandrulestbehw Smith quiekly responds, "This is George's
favorite holiday. We get along with him well.
m
u
s
h strange heppeninea.
The house was WIt in 1837 by Courtney J.
A seancewill tebe place tonight at midnight
Qark and was used during Yankee oc- to talk to the ghost. They have never tried
cupation durlng the Civil War. Vaulted this before and are umure how it will turn Outr
ceilings, antiqw charmiellem, and sculptured
woodwork characterize the masterful- anDoes everybody really believe in George?
tebellum architecture. It was the first home "I'm thinking there's something up there,"
in the area to inetall a phone and the first to says Greg Williams. It's hard to tell just how
have electricity.
seriwthey are, but many of the old and new
The Sigma Nu ,ffaWnity purchased the brothers have their own "George stories."
Damon McAUieter: A long time ago when
house ten years ago. Along with tha house,
came the legend of the ghost. The stories of three brothers lived in the house, there was a
the spirit who refwed to leave did not bother pinball machine in one of the upateirs room.
the new owners. They welcomed George inlo "AU of a sudden, that thing started going
their brotherhood and hoped he welcomed crazy, and there was nobody else in the
them imo his house.
house."
"He's not a bad ",ahg
says Steven
Mike Dean: My little brother, Paul Bryant,
Smedley. In fad,_aiter the regular sales was showing some girls around the houee and
pitch, the story of George irr me ob the first telling them about, Geoege. "He mid he
things a Sigma Nu tells prospective pledges.
starfed feeling uneasy as they were climbing
They are proud of- their LLspjritualbrother" the stairs." At that moment, the old faahion
and treat him with great respect and telephone bell located on the,ateirs rang me
metimes with caution.
aingle time on each bell.
If you go to the house alone late at night,
Cy Wagner: On a holiday weekend when no
according to, Dalton Smith, "It feels like brothers were on campw, he and Jimmy
someone's in the room with you."
Carder went up to the house to watch t.v.
In the spirt of Halloween and in celebration They heard three consecutive taps on glass.
of their tenth year with George, the Sigma They automatically assumed it was just a
Nus turned their house into a apook house. friend trying to scare them. After look@
ehouseisperfectforaspodthouse,"~eys around several times, and after several
. Itisalsoachancetogettoknowmany repeated episodes of the tapping, the two of
of the uganizatfona on a m p m By way of them decided to leave. As they were g e m dnuns. "I was afraid of makingGeurge med,
mitation, the Ballerinas and all the m their car, they heard the sound again. This so Iaaked him to give me some kind of sign if
sororities were asked to come viait the time it came from the upetairs window and he didn't like it. Right that mfnute, at fou,in
haunted house on the MU.
&om inside the house.
the morning, the phone rang!'
The fatherof pledge Barry Cumem is in the
Dalton Smith: He was showing some girls
Ron Paffwd: I)rahng an
Jaycees and oiten in charge of putting spook around the h o w at the strange hour of 4:30
some the
houses together. The brotbera used his ex- am. "They asked what was upetairs," he aroundtoopenthewindows. '-wasno went
pertise toget them a3artedandthen all the recalls. There was nothing but,a dnm set but wind
at a,
a the windrn
pledges and brothers worked really hard to they wanted to go hear Dalton play tht slammed shut.at the same time!:'
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Tomboy

(Cmtlnaed P'rom Page Zl)

known bars in Bkmbgham and
Mobile. "Pleying mwic seemed like
a good way to get attention," Gore
said. He has been in a bend since
"right out of high school." Hls advice to hopeful, musicians, '"rtrey
have to enjoy music to get into it fulltime; 30 percent of the time is
performing. You have to deal with
lots of hassles before getting to the
'fun' pert. What I like best is the
thrill of performing, being up on
stage.''
Gore concluded with a Ilst of
whom he admires in music, B m e
Sprmgsteen, Elvis Castello, Tom
Petty and the Producers.
These and many others are
covered m the three sets. "A song
has to sound like the band before we
play it.'' During the second set they
also played two original Tomboy
songs "Someone Else's Girl," and
"Awake All Night."
Brother's was busier than uswl as
Tomboy took the stage, Sigma Nu
was havlng a party. The opening
song, "Everybody Wants to Rule
The World," only hinted at what

-

Scott Coaper: "TiKI"kpfbimwindows never
stay shutl no matter what we do. George is a
practical joker. He won't hurt anybody."
Keith Knowles, pledge: "I've never wit
n e W anytbing to make me believe in him,
butJ believe it if my brothers say it is tntez'
Jacme Butler, littleslster: "I've never met
George, but, I'd like to ."

they could do. High clear harmnies
blended flawlessly to a variety of
songs like: "So Glad We Made It,"
"My Generation," "Brown Eyed
Girl," "Walking on Sunshine," "No
More Words'' and truly shone on
"Trapped." The audience joined in
the choruses of "Shout? "Wild
Thing," "Pink Cadillac", and
ahuted out the edited word of "Lay
Gutar."
Kun Hallmark's voice was smooth
on songs by Katrina and The Waves,
'TU Tue~day, Berlin, and The
Producers. On "Middle of The
Road," a Pretender's song, her
volce had a rougher edge, much like
Chrissle Hynde's. Kim plays
keyboards on many of the songs,
accenting the melodies and roundjng
out an unbeatable line-up who make
playlng thelr music exciting and
entertmg.
"Should I Stay, Or Should 1 Go"
was mtroduced mth a kantic drum
solo by Todd Daniel whose playing
sets the tempo of this fastpaced
Clash song. The steady beat and
rhythm of Todd on drums and Blll on

-

bass are the foundation of Trmboy.
With such dedication, giving every
song all their energy, Tomboy's
popularity can only grow.
"I joined Tomboy after The
m g e d opened for them bne night,
and they asked me to play with
them," Owsiey said. He has been
mth the band for several months
and adds, "They are a great bunch
of guya." He has been playing guitar
for eqht years. He started when he
was eleven. HIS brother also bo@t
Owsley his first electric guitar. "1
owe Tomboy a lot; they pulled me
out of the basement. Being with
them has broadened my style of
playmg.
"Playmg m a group that has two
g u m s has worked out pretty good."
M e y has hopes for himself and
the band to make a ' n h e for
themselves. "We got along real
well." He adrmres Eddie Van Halen
and Steve Morse and says that he is
great &lends with Jerry Dawson of
Baghdad. "We lnspire each other;
our styles of playmg guitar are so
different; we love playing

together.'' He went on to say, "I've
got the utmost respect for Jgly. We
both hope that one day we'll play
together in a group."
Van Halen's influence is evident in
the soloOwsley plays in "You Really
Got Me." The crowd screams as he
pauses dramatically just before the
song pushes into high gear by Gore's
gritty voice. Gore sings like
Sprlngsteenon "Trapped," deep and
hypnotic, yet makes the rapid-fire
lyrics of two clash songs, back to
back, sound like child's play. He
does several songs sharing lead
vocals with Kim."I Got You Babe"
gave the band a chance to do a little
reggae music. The crowd loved it;
they even finished the last line of We
song, a cappella.
There ~sdefinitely an audlence
appeal and stage presence that
comes across on songs like "Dance
Hall Days," "Mony, Mony,"
"Relax," and medleys of older
songs. hghts and fog machines are
used sparingly during the show.
Other songs lend themselves to
synchroruzed steps and swinging

guitars. The youngest women in the
crowd waved a s Eddie began
singing songs by the Beatla and
Billy Idol. Eddie's not only a singer
and guitar player but,also played
bass on the final song of the night, "I
W
i
l
l Follow" as Gore put his heart
into this U2 song. Gore stalked the
stage just before the song was over
and welcomed the crowd back for
the Alpha Tau .Omega party the
following night.
It takes two and a half to three
hours to set up the equipment before
the afternoon sound check Being in
a band is work, it takes time and a
lot of energy to set up for a show.
Tons of cable and instruments have
to be connected.
"Brother's was the flrst bar I
played in. When I was thirteen years
old, I owe Dan and Dub Nolan a lot.
Over the years they took a personal
mterest in me and the bands I was
associated with." An excited Bill
"Hoot" Owsley said just before he
finlshed setting up his guitar
equpment earlier that afternoon,
"They're peat. I love Uwm."
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Gamecocks threaten, but fall short
Bv HANK HUMPHREY
~~hantilcekr
S W Writer
Last Saturday night the
Gamecocks played their most
courageous game ot the season, and
UNA felt it all mght long. JSU
played UNA a game that can be
compared to the contest Mississippi
College gave UNA earher m the
season. The only Uterence was the
C%octaws won and the Gamecocks
lost. The Gamecocks had the
monumental task ot facmg the 11th
ranked team in Dlvlsion 11. The
second best defense had to be mcluded m that also. JSU played UNA
a good game and it was even
throughout the contest.
'ro recreate the first halt ot
Saturday night's game, you would
have to envlsion the eleventh ranked
team m the country sputtermg and
being controlled by an aggressive
JSU team. 'The Xed Bandits wanted
the vlctorg and ~tshowed.
'fie Gamecocks came out and
blew UNA's doors oft on the tlrst
play with a Coffey aerial &splay.
David Cottey led the Burgess wlshbone to the tlrst pomts of the night.
'me number tws defensive allowed
Ashley Kay to step in and put JSU on
top on the second play of the second
quarter, 3-0.
The Lions would move the ball, but
the Gamaocks rose to the occasion
and put them in a cage. In the first
half UNA could only scrape up three
James Knowles field goals. Affer
the most praised kicker in the GSC
rmssed h s first effort, he connected
an kicks of &%,a,
and 21 yards.
W e JbXJ has been playing
bruised an battered all year they
may have lost David Coffey for the
season. HIS injury was tentatively
Qagnosed as torn Ligaments. Coffey
watched the game from the sidelines
m the second hall', while leaning on

crutches, a soft cast protected the t
right knee.
The m m g game of both teams
was somethmg to look at Saturday
mght. The Gamecocks withheld
probably to top GSC rusher of all
tune, Clarence Johnson. He never
really got to be let go to do damage.
In the tourth quarter, Johnson broke
Boyce Callahan's rushmg record,
that was estabhshed when Callahan
played tor the Gamecocks.
But, whle the Gamecocks didn't
let Johnson run treely, they had
Glenn Ivy to worry about too. JSU's
running attack &dn't seem really
come to llfe unbl the tourth quarter.
By the tune the opbon had developed
UNA men were waitmg to pounce.
Four dltterent JSU backs put m a
good ten yards each to help the
Gamecocks caw. Monte Coats,
Garey Waters, Darryl Holhday, and
Shawn Massey shared the mshmg
department c r a t s .
The seven polnts UNA scored m
the t h d quarter was somethmg ot a
&id a t . Garey Waiters bobbled the
snap on the punt, and betore he could
take a breath the horn 10 man rush
was there. UNA rushed 10 men at
all night and Waters handled
the rest well. In the tourth quarter,
a roughmg penalty was called on
UNA led at that point 16-10 and first down, and allowed a pass inUNA for that 1 U man rush and led to
drove the clock down 'to near the terference call to put the ball on the
keeping a JSU drive alive.
The roughmg penalty drive was two-minute mark, JSU finally g.
with 48 seconds left, White went
hghlighted by some Waiters run- stopping the running back duo of the
m g . JSU had tried the reverq Lsons. UNA had been halted by a back and aimed for wide receiver
earher and it had not worked, the great defense that wasn't even Derrick 'rhomas, and David Smith
saw the ball c o w when it was
second time around it got some ranked.
White came in and went to work to snapped, picked it oE and ran 41much needed yardage.
Terry
Thomas ended the drive with a one try and get out d the hole JSV had .yards for a North Alabama touchyard run and made JSU the first been in all night. Since UNA had down. Making the final score 23-10.
David Smith instantly went on the
team to score on a run against UNA pressed so many times and came up
m 18 quarters of play .... The Lions short, the Gamecocks had had bad JSU hitlist and finally stopped JSU.
were frustrated and the motivation field position most of the mght from Jacksonville was intense until the
last map ....It was a game that had
moved to the 13urgess side from the hon pmts.
the Lions chasing&& tails, and JSU
White completed a pass, kept for a
Grubb side.
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Injuries have taken toll in Gamecocks

'

shlrung. The toughest thing about
the game was the opportunity the
Gamecocks had but couldn't make
happen.
'rhe Gamecocks fall to -1 an the
season and W in GSC play. UNA
plays Troy Sbte in Troy this
weekend, frying to keep their GSC
title hopes alive. JSU plays UT
Martin (1-6) 04 in the GSC this
weekend.
Homecoming for Jacksonville
State University will be Saturday
and game kidtolf is scheduled for
5:00 p.m.

Gulf South Scene

Mississippi College again
BY HANK HUMPHREY

Gamecocks ready for

UTM

JSU Photo

Chanticleer Staff Writer
Two games made for interesting battle this past
weekend. JSU scared the UNA Lions and Mississippi
College had to fight tooth and nail to overcome the
ngers of Livingston. UT Martin was idle this past
weekend and plays JSU this weekend.
Looking ahead to this weekend, UNA is heading down
to 'I'roy to do battle. The Lions need a victory to keep
their hopes alive for a playoff berth in Division ll. According to GSC headquaters, UNA could win the rest of
thelr games and still not get to go the the playoffs,
because of the loss to Mississippi College. Troy will be
planning a little reception for the Lions, because Rick
Rhoade's team has playoff hopes too. Head on for details
from this past week in the GSC.
VALDOSTA STA'IX 49, WEST GEOHGlA 12
No scoring summary was available from this contest,
but West GeorBa may want to forget it real soon. It was
gven a title ... '"he Riverbend Classic" and was held on
neutral turf in Columbus. Georgia. Valdosta was ranked
8 of 9 teams in the comterench scoring offense going
mto the game.
'rRoY STATE: 31, DELTA STATE 7
Troy traveled to Cleveland, Mississippi and leveled
the Statesmen last Saturday night. Troy had 527 yards of
offense with 301 yards coming from TSU wishbone.
Delta State struck first in the second quarter. Chip
Dardaman was booted a 74 punt to punt TSU in a hole on

ther own 8 yard line. DSV held and the Trojans were
forced to punt. Glen Kava's punt was blocked by Kevin
Lmastro b d the statesmen took over at the TSU one
yard line. With 14:45 left in the second quarter, Mike
Zardes went over for six points and Dardaman converted on the PAT.
TSU put together three touchdowns before the end of
the first half.
TSU QB Mike Turk led his team with 109 yards on 11
carries and threw for 14 passes and 185yards.
The "Pack-aBack" defense held DSU to 100 yards
rushing and 154 yards passing.
MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE 14, LIVINGSTON 7
While JSU gave UNA a game that the Lions will
remember, the Tigers of Livingston were containing the
Choctaws rather well. The seventh-ranked C%octaws
came from behind in the fourth quarter to win the
wrestling match.
The 'llgers scored first with 12:07 left in the first half
mth Otis Hughley connected with Lorenzo Graham from
4 yards out. Andy Lomax added the extra point for the
.n-.-...L l g c L a.

With 2:51 left in the first halt', the Choctaws got on the
board. Running back Bruce Wilson went around the
rght end for a 19 yard run and six points. Mike Harkins
made his PA'r and it was tied at halftime.
' h e winning touchdown was scored on the first play of
the fourth quarter. Clyde Shelley ran six yards for six
points and Harkms made the extra point to make it 14-7,
Choctaws.
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Men remem er 1984-85
By ROY W'MJAMS
Chanticleer 8&r hiitor
The 1 W season was a banner year for the mr
'a
basketball team. The memories of numerow victories
agalnst seenmangly irsui-mmbMe odds, a 31-1. record
and the resulting national champlomiup will k embroidered jm the m d s of the players forever. However,
a new basketball season ls ahlost upon m.
Head coach Bd Jones and four key seniors from last
spM
Pat Williams, Sham
G1ddytand
McKeuer gave an overview Of the
team's chances ot repeating as national champions this
year.
"We are excited about this year's team," Jones said.
"Naturally, I am a little apprehensive because we loat
several quality players off last year's team. But 1 feel
Ute we have a good nucleus returning in Keith McKeller,'
Elobert Spurgeon and Pat Williams, who all contributed
much to our success.
Though the Gamecocks lost Melvin Allen and Earl
Warren, Jones said that "great recruiting" should help
strengthen the guard position.
Jones feels that with the experience of six I'fdUmeeS
from last year's squad (two of whom were transfers and
meligible to play last year) and the excellent mauiting
season the team had, this year's basketball team may
have a good chance to repeat as champions.
"There are 298 schools trying to get a national title in
r)lwon
u,- jones
said. "Several f a c m must fall into
for one to even make it into the national myofis.
We are g6ing to be a
with a lot of -wered
questionsearly in the season. We hope to come together
as a a t as quickly as m b l e . ~ ~ t so~manymnewg
players brings up things you don't really h w about
until you begin competition!'
jones and
will be facing even more pessure
naw that they are defending champs.
"After you win a national title, it kind of WQ YOU en a
pinn=le where every time Wu Play, it is the biggest
game of the year for the opposing team," Jonea said.
"Thus, the squad has got to be both mentally and
Physically Prepared.
"I belleve that this team will be extremely quiek and
exciting to watch," he aued.
Robert Spm@on, a 6'5" forward from Cedattown,
Ga., averaged 10.4 poi& and rebounds per game last
season end also made the fiYnal Four Tournament team.
He said the team fs looking to repeat as national champs
in 198586.

-

-

players r e t w . It will be harder this year, but our
team has a good attitude and that is very important. If
we all stlck together as a team and help each other out'
we can wm .tt agm:'
Pat Wilhm, a guard born Barmlngham who was the
key man off the bench last year, wiU trigger the team's
fast break t h s s e w n . He averaged 10 points and w e e
assists per game last year.
"It feels really good to have been on a national
ch,plon~p
he
,6,msyear, we have
several key
coming back along with some
talent. new players recruited after me wason end*. 1
lmklng forward to beginning Ws new basketball
season. 1 feel that we have an excellent chance to repeat
it."
Shawn ~ i d d y a, seven-footer from G&, described
m i n g the championship last year as a feeling he wtll
never forget.
"It's golng to be tough defending our national title," he
a d . "We lost some good players, but o w r m h e n t
went very well Ws year. Now. everybody lmom whet it
ls Me to m a national championshipand wants to do it
again. We appreciate the support everyone gave w w
year and hope that they do so again this seasod'
Keith ~ c ~ a ea center
r , from Fairfield,everwed 11.1
points and 9.6 rebounds per game
year. He has been
an allconference player for three years, led the GSC in
rebounding the past two seasons and was me ~a
Valuab1e 'layer in last year's GSC tournament.
"We worked very hard for the title last year,"
McKeller said. "OW goal at the start of the season was
to Wi" the GSC championshipand then take it from thOne Step at a time.
"After We Went Savannah, Ga. last year and lad
OW first game to Belmont Abbey, everybody realized
that we had to play together in order to be gucce;9sful,in
this league. SO we pulled togetber and eventually
became national champions. I can
remember that
moment as if it were yesterday."
McKaer stressed the importance for this yearts team
to look not at the past ac-ments,
but. to look
mead toward the future,
is my last year and all ofthat is behtnd
now
us," he said. "We have four seniors, so'we will have
plenty of leadership. If everyone works hard and put8
forth that extra effort, we can do it again.
"We would like to see as many students supporting u&
ink the ~ p ~ 0 m i nyear
g as possible," he added. "The
crowd plays a major role for us during our home games.
When we see the stands wed Upwith people, it IIlakeS
feel better and play harder.
"It is not going to be easy because all the teams know

,

Gamecock coaches remain
optimistic for players
BY MARK HOPPm
Chanticleer Staff W r k r
Despite three consecutive ~ o s S ~ SGamecock
,
football coaches rt?Inain
op-stic
about the young team's progress. The Gamecocks fell victfm to
the UNA Uons Saturday, and as head coach Bill Burgess said, really had
an excellent chance to win the game. "We felt we could win and our kids
played their hearts out. It was the best defensive effort we've had yet this
~ ~ f ~ s oadded
n , " Burgess.
The loss to UNA dropped JSU'S record to 241 On the s e w n . "We don't
have a great record, but that's somewhat misleading. There's only been
UNA fs an
two games this season that we didn't have a c h a m to
O u t W h g football team, and our guys came into the game Prepared to
PlaY,"addedBm@ss. 'l"lleJSUdefenseaufienderedonly nine points in
Brst half to UNA. The big series came after a Gamecock fumble on their
fordng a field goal, just
own 18 yard line, and the defense held the
before the first half expired.
The loss has the Staff concerned as to the morale of the Gamecocks.
"MmmY our kids concern us. We worked hard preparing for
and
emotionallyit is tough on such a young team," added Burgess.
The Gamecocks will prepare to meet U.T. Martin thia weekend The
game will have special homecoming interest as it will be Burgess*flret,
and it will also be an opportunity for JSU to begin a new homecoming
1.
m n g streak which was brought to an end last season.
U.T.w i n , 180 on the season and w in the G.s.c.,is coming off an
off weekend. "They don't have a great record, but neither do we. We cannot
come out Saturday afternoon flat. After such an emotional loss last week,
we've got to be aware of this and work hard to prevent if" added Bur@&%
"Our mental attitude W play a big role in our success Saturday."
Starting quarterback David Coffey was sidemed in the fmhalf last
week and Is presumed to have knee llgament damage; if so he will be
sl&lined for the remainder of the season. Senior OffeIUive tackle Scott
Keeling, sidelined for three weeks, returned to action in the UNA game and
isexpectedto be full speed against U.T. Martin.
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D. T. Thomas is valuable asset
By MAFtK HOPPER
Chanticleer Staff Writer
College coaches encounter all type
of athletes, year-in-year-out,
recruiting from high schools.
Sometunes the ballplayer and the
program don't work out, and
sometunes coaches find the athlete
tPley7vebeen drearmng about since
they started coachmg. D.T. Thomas
surely tffls the bffl for the latter.
D.T., a semor wde receiver from

W s fall when a teammate and 1 clutch catches. For U.T., the U.T.
were l o o k q at a fall program with Martm game is much more than just
two teams mth losing records
career stats."
'iXe team, 2-4-1 an the season, WIU playing betore a small crowd. The
meet U.T. Martin Saturday in crowd WUbe large, as the univerJacksonvffle. On the season thus far sty welcome's J.S.U. A l m back
'I'homas sad, "I feel we could very tor testivlties, and also this ~sto be
easily be 0 3 2 at this point, but we're D.'f.'s last homecoming as a
not ascouraged, a win at home for ballplayer. "Homecomg is always
the Homecomg Court could really exciting tor both tans and
ballplayers. We enloy the student's
turn this team around.
Coach Burgess, havlng arrived enthusiasm, and hope to start a new
last February, installed the wish- homecomg m m g streak" added
bone offense, an offense based on D.T. 'Ths could also be the game
ball control, whch keys primarily where D.T. becomes the all-tune
on a runniw game. The news receiver, and it couldn't come at a
scattered some doubts m the upc o m e semor's m d , "1 was a little
conceked when 1 Wst heard we
"The record will
were canverung to the wlsh-bone. 1
knew that would mean less op
portunity for the receivers." After
take care
meetlng Coach Burgess and hearing
M concepts of a wishbone, D. T.
soon changed M outlook "I ap
o f itself.. 11
proached it Wdifferently after meeting
wlth Coach Burgess. 1 reallzed the
r u ~ u n ggame would open up the
passlng attack. I still wouldn't get better tune.
D.T. would love a chance to play
the number of passes 1 Would have
from a pro type offense, but it has professional tootball, but IS not
worked out well."
neglecting his education. A
'l'urnovers have plagued the ot- markamg major, D.T. plans to earn
tense m the last two games. With the hs degree at J.S.U.
D.T. 'rhomas is a dedcated hardball control otlense, turnovers can
change the whole ofiense. In the worker who u quetly, bar qury,
game agamst Delta State, D.T. gomg to become the AU-'rune J.S.W.
caught 4 passes to 1U5 yards. When receiver. On his success D.T. feels
asked it t h ~ swas his best per- "it you work you W l berewarded by
tormanee, he chose the ~ r l nover the Lord m someway, whether
West W r @ a where he caught two Immediately or later m life, and I've
Dasses tor touchdowns, and several always telt that way."

.

day out, and does it well.
D.T. has had a fine career at
J.S.U. and stands to become the all
tlrne leading receiver in our history
sometime w i h n the next four
games. 'me record has its place in
the priorities of D.T., but the team's
success 1s IS &st priority. "The
record d l take care of itself. If we
wtn, I'll be m the picture and the
record WIU come" addedThomas. "1
adn't even know I was so close until

Thomas on move again
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Bailey fulfills young dream
~y KEITH NIX
sports mitor
When Steve Bailey was asked in sixth garde what he
wanted to do for a career, he SinIply replied, "A college
coach." 'rhat's exactly what he is; in fact, he presently
F,the head coach of three varsity sports here at JSU.
Steve grew up in tiadsden and attended Southside
mgh School where he competed in football, basketball,
and golf. He says that golf and then basketball were his
two favorite sports.
After high school Coach Bailey attended Gadsden
Slate Junior College where he played golf on the team
and enjoyed a variety of other sports as well.
Steve then came to JSU to finish hisdegree in P.E.and
hstory. He was mostly interested in the health and
sports medicine side of P.E. He continued to pfay
competitive golf but also picked up tennis as a
recreational hobby. He had always played other racket
sports, but tennis was more of a country club sport he
had never played until he registered for a tennis class his
jwor year. His interest in tennis grew as he studied it
and he sought to play the game more competitively.
Whlle m college, Steve was active in a fraternity and
was also involved in BCM and FWL. Steve s t i ~spent
much of hs spare time enjoying a wide variety of sports.
Upon graduatmg, he went to Westminister High School
where he taught physical education and coached men's
basketball and tennis. Bailey wasn't too fond of high
school so he came back to 5527 to work on his Master's
degree. He was offered a graduate assistanb job on the
side whch consisted of helping Bill Jones with the
basketball team and coaching men's termis.
By t h s tune, hls interest in tennis had really grown.
He was reading up on the sport as well as tarn13 SOme
lessons to improve hs own game.
When he completed his aster's degree, the tennis job
was gven to someone else. This disappointed Bailey frut
President 'rheron Montgomery offered him a pafitime
coadung job of the golf team. He taught at Gadsden in
the JSU division there and coached the men's golf team.
After two years in that position, he was offered a fulltune coachmg position and became head coach of both
tennis and golf.
Balley took an average golf team and in five years at
that position, he coahced fuve AU-Americans and led a

team to a top 1 U national finish.
But m 1983, he decided to leave JSU and take a break.
For a year and a half he ran a racquetball club where he
taught racquetball and assisted in teaching tennis, in
Sarasota, F1. However Bailey said, "To be honest, 1
mssed college. I missed teaching. 1missed coaching."
JSU's athletic director then called Bailey and offered
taun grl's basketball job as well as the tennis teams. He
thought about the offer for a short time and decided that
he wanted to make his career in college coaching.
CWrently, Steve coaches women's basketball as well
as both men's and women's tennis teams. His daily
routme begms with oltice hours in the morning which
includes recruiting, scheduling, and paperwork. Then
he coachesfrom 230- 8:W or so.
Coach Bailey says that coaching is the easiest part of
h s job; the paperwork is the hass'le.
He expects to do really well in tennis and hopes for a
lot of unprovement in basketball. Bailey's basketball
had a really rough year last year but he had a good
recruiting year. He plans to get his team to be funciamentaly mmd fw, He says YOU must 61ml
you can walk."
Improvement is Mmain goal for all three worts. He
strives to win every match but more importantly he
wants hard work good, attitudes and improvement.
Bailey is a motivator but he wants his teams to be selfmotivated. He doesn't want his players to work just
because he says work; he wants them to work for
themselves. He gives 100 percent in his coaching and he
asks h s players to do the same. His role, he says, is to
teach them to love the game.
ms least favorite part of his job is seeing athletes that
have a lot of God-given talent, waste that talent by not
gvmg their all. He says that nothing good is gained
wthout hard work and effort. He believes in the saying
**YOU reap what you sow."
is favorite part of
coachng is watching an individual grow as a person as a
result of athletic participation. He recently Saw a former golfer of his that told him how successfulhe is. He is
happlly married and has a great job. He told Bailev "the
best years of my life were being on your tea1.4 and
playlng golf at JSU."
remarked* "That's what's rewarding, you don't
remember wins and losses but you remember the good
tlmes you had with each other."

JSU men's tennis team wins
big conference atch
The much improved men's tennis
rival
west Georgia in a key fall match.
JSU had not defeated the Braves
in at least the last five matches.
. L ~ ~ ~ h~ West Georgia
~
bsought back the same team that
had defeated the ~~~~~~k~ twice
last spring, ln fact, neither match
was even very close.
Seve Bailey, however, met the
]Braves with a prepared -.
JSU
took four of the six
singles, and
wrapped it up with an early doubles
victory to capture the five matches
needed to win the overall match.
meshman, Mike Beck, who had
just been promoted to the top
psition, defeated a tough player
Andy mg. Tim mgan, Felipe
Monroe, and Les Abbott also took

mq up ended

slngles victories last Thursday.
The match was wrapped up when
and Reagan won at the top
doubles position on court one.
The win was an
one to
~the team and
~ Coach ~Bailey since
~ it
was the first conference opponent
the team faced.

~

Junior, Keith Nix, said, "I've won
some against West Georgia but
never had a team victory and
dlthough 1 lost today, we finally beat
them as a team. That's what I've
been after."
It's important to remember that
JSU won this fall match without the
injured players who will be back in
the spring. Coach Bailey feels that if
they all get healthy thisteam can do
h g things.

BCM group to play "Marauders" in competition

By KEWH NIX
Sports Editor
The BCM (Baptist Campus
Ministry) will play masked
marauders on 'I'uesday Nov. 5 m
Paul Snow Memorial Staaum. 'l'he
game will determine the independent mtramural champion.
ffick-ott tlme is scheduled for 6:JO
p.m.
'l'he BClM has lost to Masked
Marauders twice already this
season. The Wst game was all
Marauders as they shut-out the BC'M
by a score of 'UW; but the second
meeting was another story.
'Fhe BCM struck flrst with a satety
and led 2 4 . 'me game was all
detense wth no team ever puttmg
RESEARCH PAPRRS
14,278 to choose from-all subjects
Order Calalog Today wtth VlsalMC or COD

800-351-0222

together a long, offensive drive. h
fact neither team got past the 50yard-lme except for brief periods of
tune.
'me only touchdown came when
the Marauders struck for a 60-yard
bomb. 'fiat proved to be the winmng touchdown as the final score
read 7-2.
Masked Marauders thus enters
the championship players favored
over BCM.
The BCM team,
however, is much improved; they
just came off a dmppointing loss to
Slgma Nu, 161'2. The game was
marked by controversial calls that
caused a lot of tension on the field.
In fact, an Wyard touchdown run by
Randy tiravitt was called back in
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Want An Exciting Career In
Child Care?

We don't sell a little of
this or a little of that we
just sell inlported car
parts.
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+ Do you enjoy travel?

+ Do you want to be well paid and have good
benefits?
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the BCM-Masked Marauders game.
'1"he wlnners of Tuesday mght's
action PVlll meet for the school
championship on Thursday, Nov. 7
at Paul Snow Stadum.
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+ Do you love infants and small children?
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the closlng minutes and BLW was
Monday night, KA wlll play ATO
deNed the game-winning six points. or Kappa S@ (depencimg on today's
outcome). 'rhe wmners WIU then
s
'l'he strong, quick ~ a r a u d e r will
take on BLM one last time "under play Delta La1 on Tuesday for the
the lights" of the stadium in what tratermty championship followmg
should prove to be an exciting finale m
to the mdependent league season.
The fraternity league picture
looks hke this. Delta Chi has clinched a position in the play-offs with a
7-1 record winning the Red division.
Alpha Tau Omega leads the White
avlsion with a 4-3 record but could
lose a play-off berth if they lose to
Kappa Sigma today.
'fie wild-card team is Kappa
Alpha, since they have the third best
overall record, 62.
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JACK'S PUTS GOOD THINGS TOGETHER

I

This month the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity defends its championship against the twelve
other social fraternities and sororities a t Jax State. The contests, which are being
held a t 3:30 p.m. every Tuesday afternoon a t Jack's in Jacksonville, are t o determine
which four-person team can eat the most regular hamburgers in three minutes.

...like the social fraternities and sororities of Jacksonville
State in the 2nd Annual Hamburger Eating Contest.

The first round of the contest will be November 5th with subsequent rounds on
Nov. 12th, Nov. 19th, and the final championship contest will take place Nov. 26th.
The winning team will receive for their fraternity or sorority $350.00and a trophy. The
second place team will receive for their fraternity or sorority S150.00and a trophy.
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Come on by and join the fun by cheering for your favorite fraternity or sorority.

